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ABSTRACT

Angular correlation rneasurements have

deuterons and the lZC g.s. product nuclei in

13c(p,¿)l2co(r5.tr 
Ìíev,Jñ =r-+ )

been made between the

the reaction:

oT5randaproton

yieJ-d Ínf or¡oat ion

of the excited

12c(g.r. 
, o+¡+ 6

at deuteron scattering angles of 40o, 50o, 600, and

bombarding energy of 41.3 ÌIeV. These measurenents

concerning the k=2 tensor polarisation tensor (rZq)

I2--C nucleus produced in the direct (p,d) reaction.

Llonte-Carlo simulations of the laboraÈory dlstribution functions

associated with the individuat aUO have been performed on a

VAX-I I/750. Effects of finite geometry (bean spot size and

detectors), beam divergence, and energy loss and nultiple scattering
t/)

of the "C nuclei 1n the target were included in t.he calculations.

The fitting procedure fits the horizontal and vertical 2-D

distrlbutions simulraneously.

The extracted trO tensors (in a transverse reference frame, which

restricts q to be even) exhibited relatively snall values, consistent

wit.h zero. The extracted Re(trr) term displayed an angular dependence

ranging between approximately .07 (40o t"U) ro.32 (600 lab) over the

angular range measured. The In(trr) Eern exhibited a relatively

sharp, monotonic rise, from approximately -.38 (40o Lab.) to.06 (750

lab).
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Finite range DWBA calculations using

TI

Èhe code PTOLEMY were

performed describing the polarÍsation tensors and cross-sections,

assuming a lp3/2 neutron pickup. DWBA calculations for both

conventional (elasric) and adiabatic ¿+l2C potentials were performed.

A1so, the effects of spin-orbit and the T, and T, tensor potentÍal-s

were studied. The resulCs confirmed that the ttstandardt' DWBA

fornalism using elastic ¿+I2C potentiat 1s inadequate for describing

the recoÍ1 nucfeus polarizatÍon. The use of adíabatic potentials,

whlch arise from three-body effects, produceC an improvement in the

description of the extracted daÈa. The DI,IBA cal-culaLions showed only

a modest sensitivity to inclusion of spin-orbit and the T or Tt

tensor terms in Lhe deuteron optical potential.
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Introduct ion

The fact the Ehe spin dePendence of nuclear interactions Danifests

itself in directly measureable quantities has provided experinental

physicists r.rit.h a multitude of intriguing (and taxing) exper j-rents.

Today, the use of polarised bea¡ns, targets and (or) methods for

neasuring the poJ-arisation of the products of nuclear scattering or

reactíon products serve as useful, tools to probe the subtleties of

the nuclear inLeraction. These experiments span a wide range of

nuclear disciplines, frorn measurements probing complicated reaction

mechanisms (such as in this work) to tests of the funda¡nental

symmetries (requiring extreme subtlety and Lens of man years of

preparation and analysis).

Spin or Angular Momentum may be described as a property ofo a

physicar system (ie. proton, neutron, nucleus etc.) which obeys the

fundamental commutation reration (see l'lessiah Il'ß58] or any other

text):

where

I s, , sr 1 =ih8rjk Sk

i, j and k refer to che spat i a1 AXES

1-I

the cartes i.anof

co-ordinate systen belng used. An important result of relation r-l is

that spin can only take on values of /h(N/2) (N integer), and that

only one component, say Sr=Sk, mây be observed (the magnitude

iilf sts+l))1/2 is atso an observable). The descriprion of spi.n

phenomena is thus al-ways connected to the particular co-ordinate

system one is using. This choice is arbitrary, the preferred frame in

nuclear physics for the study of two-body reactions (denoted by

A(a,b)B throughour this work) is that of the "l"lad j-son convention"
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(pronulgated by attendees of the polarisation syurposium held in

Madison, Wisconson in 1970 [PNR70]) where the y-axis is taken to be

normal to the reaction plane and z-axis along the incident beau¡

dj,rection. The preferred frame of this work, for reasons of

sirnplicity in the description of the rneasured data will- be termed Lhe

ttRecoil Transverse" frame v¡ith the z-axis normal to the reaction

plane and x-axis along the dj.rection of the recoil nucleus.

Possible experiments involving

categories (see 0hlsen [OHL72] ):

spin fall rnto f ive broad

polarisat j.on measurement

analysing po\der measurement

poJ-arisation transf er

spin correlation (initial channel)

spin correlation (final ehannel)

I
i) A(a, b)B or

J
ii) A(a,b)B or

+Jj-ii) A(a, b)B

++iv) Ala,b)B
+-lv) A(a,b)n

-}
A(a,b)B

-}
A(a,b)B

The experirnent discussed rn this work allows measurement of the

k=2 tensor polarisation of the l5.ll Mev .fl=l+ state of 12C arising
'r Q , l2:*fron the'-C(prd)'-C reac¿ion and thus falls under category i)

(details and terminology are discussed in Chapter 1).

The underlying motivation for Eeasuring polarisation effects in

nuclear physics is that they a1low the study of coherence effects

among the elenents of the transition matrix (transition amplitudes)

describing the process under study.
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The theoretical study of (p,d) or (d,p) reactions has met with

relative failure in the description of polarisation data. In the

present work, vle are in a unique situation to study the polarisation

of the recoil nucleus. Such measurements are rare, due mainly to

experimental problems, and provide an important complement to the

more common dat.a concerning the "lÍght'r constituent of the reaction

("e. \).

This thesis is devoted recoil- poJ-arisation

angular correlaLionobse rvabf es

di strÍbutions

that nay

aris ing fron

to the study of the

be ext racted from

the:

I3c(p,d)l2co (t5.lt r"leV, Jr=l+¡

t, l"c(g.s.,o')+(

at E-=41.3 MeV. By angular
P

neasurement of the deuteron

correlation we ¡nean

at a f ixed angì-e 0O and

the simultaneous

12c.

Chapter 1 gives a brief overview of the theoretical descrlption of

porarisatÍon observables, the construction of the correlation

function, I{(e,Í), describing rhe measured recoil distributions, and

various methods enployed to neasure l^1(0,9).

Chapter 2 gives a detailed exposition of the specific

studied in this work.

expe r lment

Chapter 3 deals wlth the rather difficul-t task of extracting the

polarisation tensors from the measured loci. A variety of

experiurental effects due to the geometry of the detection system and

passage of low energy l2C nuclei are discussed ln detail. The final
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extrâction of the polarisation tensors required a relatively involved

Monte-Carlo simulation of the functions conposing the correlation

functlon, and the fltting of these functions to the data using

Maxinum-Likellhood techniques.

Chapter 4 deals with the general treatmenl of polarisation tensors

in the transfer reaction formalism given by Satchter IS483]. DVIBA

calculations using the code PTOLEì4Y IPTL7B] are coirpared with the

extracted data. The use of adiabatic optical potentials for the

deuteron, first proposeC by Johnson and Soper IJ070] showed a ¡larlced

j_nprovement over the conventional elastic deuteron potential. The

facL Ëhat the adiabaÈic potential 1s derived form a three body model

of the deuteron-nucleus interaction irnplies Lhat the description of

the reaction process is by no means simple.
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R_e_cg¡. ]_Lo l-eI L9-4_f9 n qÞ: sfyell5!

a nd Me a sr,rr egr n!_fg! h¡nig r¡g!:

The followi-ng sections r¡1 l-l give a short j-ntroduction to the

Ereatment of polarisat.ion observabl-es and the experiner¡tal- techniques

used to measure correlaLed sequential decay distributions of the

recoiling nucleus produced in a nuclear reaction. FinaJ-Iy, the topics

discussed will be related ro the I3c(p,d¡12a*' (I5.Il MeV, l+) srudy

being presenteci in this work.

i-1 Basic Formal-ism

l-I.I Fornalisn of the Density l"latrix and Statistical Tensors

The spin dependence of the observables of a two body nucLear

reaction of the forn A(a,b)B may be characterized by the transition

marrix denored by TÏ:Ïi. The etemenr.s of the rransirion marrix give

the ampJ-itude for the transition from the ini tial state, whose

constituents har¡e spin projections (m"rmA) Lo the f inal state r¡ith

spin projecrions (n5,mg).

From the transition anolitudes one may construct the density

matrix describing the spin of the recoil nucleus B. A density matrix

is definec as the operator which gives the expectation value of a

hernitian operator 0 through the definltlon given by Fano IFAli57] :

(0)=rr (P0) . I-l
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For unpolarised parLicles in the incomÍng channel-, where no

polarisation measurement is made upon t.he particle b, the recoil

spin-density matrix Ðay be constructed from the transition amplitudes

as foll-ows:
:i:¡
.::ì,

Pno,ou'=o(o)-ttti:ii tT:T: *

where the sum is ove! rnu rm6 rm¿, and ø(O)

section) ensures that frf )=I.

rkq=â Z .(-r)t-*<r,rD',s,-rlk,9) f^n,,
ü rü'

Although the density matri,x has a rel-atively simple interpretatj-on

through its definition in equatron lj-1 , its transformation to an

irreducible tensor representaLion facilitates application of parity

and rotational syr0metries. The transformati.on onto such an

irreducib1e basis is given by IS174]:

t-2

(tne differencial- cross

l-3

where s=spin of the part icle , m=project ion of s on some z-axi s,

(s,m'¡s,-nìlO,O>is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, and â= (2s+I )112. The

fact that the density matrix is hermítian leads to the forJ-owing

hermitlcity relation for the sraListical tensors:

.rq=(-l)qti,-q. t-4



:.,ì:.:

::a;:

a

ì:lll:

:lìtì:

lrll:.

The inverse is given bY 
'

/rr'=3-t ì,0 
(*t¡s-mtt'ü"s'-*lk'q)tkq'

The tkq are termed sLatistical t.ensors;

representation wiLl be demonstrated rn the

t.his chapter.

,s,-Dtk,q)(-l)t-t4..
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1-5

the utility of this

succeeding portions of

ion of the

to extracL

The spì.n

, âs yet

then be

1-6

r-7

tiì:'ì

I-1.2 The Angufar Correlation Function

i^le wish to exploit measurements of the spatial distribut

constituents of the decaying recoil nucl-eus Ín order

Ínfornation coûcerning the spin of the recoiL nucleus.

depencient decay process may be represented by some

unspecified Hermitian matrix A; its expectation value r¡iI1

given by equation 1-l:

<A>=_Z.., Ar*, F*,r,Drñ

inserting equation I-5 into this expression ylel-ds

^_ì(A)= ) r,.-()s '.(s,rn
klq *e d, D'

=5tt*
tio -kq't<o '

where Tïo= 2,3-t<",il',s,rlk,q>(-l)t-*e--,
'firffi

The TUO are termed the analyzing po\ner tensors of the "apparatust',

(here the "apparatus" is the decay Ínteraction ). Any measurement

that depends linearl-y upon the density matrix may be cast in the

'....:.;:

.:) t.ì

::'r':

ìÌ.':ì:
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s rated form I SI74 ] .

The ÍnteracLions governing nuclear decay processes are expì"icitly

dependent. upon the spin state of the nucLeus. The orienLation in

space (ie. m-r'al-ues) manifests itself irr the spatial distribution of

the break-up products foì-J-owing the decay. One may use measurements

of such d:-stribuLions (eg. the correrated decay distributions

descri,bed in thls work ) to extract information concerning the spin

state of the recoil nucl-eus. The spin dependenL decay j_nteraction

said to "analyze" the spin of the system before decay.

Ls

The Too nay be facrored inro a spherical harmonic (describing the

spatial- dependence of tt' ) and a real term containing information

concerning the specific interaction that governs the decay. rf an

arbitrary direcLion of one of the decay products is chosen, an<Ì the

z-axis is chosen parallel- to thls direction, the measurement along

the direction of emission exhíbits axial symnetry. Thus only q=6

terüs (in Tr.^) describe this particular measurement. The correlationNLI

function iJ(€,ø) gives rhe probability per unit sol-id angle for a

decay into a given direcrion (e,ø) and is rherefore simp]y the

spatial represenLation of (A) (the particulars of obtaining Au wirl

be dlscussed j.n S t-t.g).

i^le theref ore have:

l"I( 0,0;= ¡ ¡
l.A

where we have set T

*
T_\

ko'ko-f

k 0-^k'

tkoAr. t-B



W

ffi

ffi

ffi

t,N

të

ffi

H

ï

T

ì

i

I

kE

,l
ììl
:ì

!¡(e,ø) rBaY no\^t be

sense ( see APPendix

determlned bY

B ) by Euler

*
rotaEing the Tto in

angles (aù,P,O= (ø,0,0)
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che active

We have:

rio=r[otø,e,0)Ak

=ffi vuite,É)Ar.

r-9

r-t 1

Thus, in any partlcular reference frame the decay distrj.bution may be

written as :

r"I(e,ø)=>rr.qArYiq(e,ø) l+r-
l-r0

where the angJ-e conventions given by simonius IsI74] have been used'

When decomposed ln an explicit real valued forro we have :

w(e,Ø)= 2.Ak(-r)c ef(cos(e))

(Re ( t*o ) cos ( og ¡+rm(.rq) t in( qP; ) ( l-60 
, g) '

l-1.3 Decay Mechanisns

Evaluatj-on of the radiation parameter Ak requires explicit

knowledge of the decay mechanism ( since we are using it to t'analyze"

rhe recoil polarisation produced by the reaction). simplifj-cation

often occurs when the decay is through onty one node such as l'11 garnna

decay (the case discussed here) or a Particle decay into a single

value of orbital angular momentum. For these cases the actual

dependence upon the parricular mechanism factors out into an overall

':,:'ì l

,.':ì,''l

'r:r.:l:---
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norurallzation constant., Ieaving only terms coupling the spins to the

lkrq> nulti-poì.e staÈes. The discussion of these Lopics follows that

given bY SatchJ-er ISAB3].

Partlcle Decay

J
k1S

is

A particle decaY

characterized bY

Ëhe direction of

of the recoi-L nucl-eus:

B --)Y*z

a Lransition amplitude,

the emitted radiation,

(k, ,n' ,m, I A lmu) whe re

denotecl by z.

In the channel spin representation where the anplitude is coupJ-ed

+J+
to S =Sr*S", and the relative orbital anguJ-ar momentum L , Lhe

radiation pararneter then has the forrn ([5483], pg. 375 )

o*= ïr's 8i-,, tT,',, *u(L's'sB's ) '
r-r2

t-I3

where

B¡,5 =(L,s ilAt tSB>/,,.ìr'<L'St
1/"

¡a¡¡s*>t2) 
L

and

Rk(L,L', r, s)=îii' (-r ¡k+s-r<L, o,L' ,01k,0>I^l(LL"rr;ks). l-t4

<L,SI lAl ISS> is the reduced amplitude of the interaction "4". W is

Racah coefficient. In this representation k musl satlsfy

lL -L'| (!:lll, +L'1. t- I5



$!
u

i

i

For examPle, if one considers

then L =2r4 and S =l' If we

important then 0(k(4 and Ak=182,

a decay

assume

2
I Rr.(2,2

1*

process such

only the L

,3,1)'

Page I I

as 3+tl*+o*

=2 decay Lo be

Here the radiaÈion parameter depends only on the geometry of the

angular rnomentum coupling, since the dependence on the interacLion

facÈors out in the normaLization (40=1, by definitlon ). If both L =2

and 4 are considered, then expliclt knorvledge of the decay

interactj-on 1s needed, also k=6 Eensors wÍll aPpear irl the

correl-ation function. Al-ternate methods of approach are given by

Fi-nkel eL al [FIN79] and Eichner et al [EIC73],



Gamua Decay

The

general

radiation Parameter

form ([sAB3] [8R67]
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for a general (-decay,JB-->Sy+( has the

),

1-r6

and magnetic ("=n)

study of Lhese terms

2c*(ts.tt l'rev,i+)

no parity change),

oo=rlr' cLgL'Rk(rl-

with Rk(Lt'.luSr)=êuîi' < -r I

,JB,SY) 
,

sB-sY+L+L'+k+l

x<L,I ,L' ,-l lk,O>I,J(LL'sBsB;ksy) '

.sBl lrl: I lsr>2/î' ÌI s.r) l{ z
' LtlTt

and Bt=(SU I

The Ti are tensors describÍng eleetric (n=e)

rnultipole radiation of order L. The definitj've

is given by Rose and Brink [8R67] -

For the case studied in this worlc, the decay I

hence the radiation paraneter, A, becones,

Az=gtzxr{t,l,sB,sy). t- l7

.)

Since A0 (=gl') defines the normalization, the k=2 radiat ion

parameter depends onJ-y on the geoaetry of the spin coup]-ing. The

val-ue of. A, for this transition is tabulated in Rose and Brinlc as

Il]fZ . An example of a correlatlon stuciy requiring knowledge of the

mixing ratios betr,¡een two roodes of decay is given by WusL et al

lI^ru79l .



1,-I.4 Syrnme¡rres

Rotational invariance and parity conservation Lead

terms describing an observable.In the

Page l3

Èo a reduction

context of the

l:::t,

l:rììr:

in the number of

problem belng discussed, these two conservation l-aws lead LO

reflection symmetry with respect to the reaction plane, thj-S symmetry

is commonly called the Bohr Theorem [8059]. The Bohr theorem relates

the intrinsic parities and z-projecLions of the spins on a transverse

z-axj-s (ie. perpendicular to the reaction plane), between the

eonstituents of a two body reaction A(a,b)8, by the following

relation:

l-lB

where P denotes the intrinsic parities of the respective particles

and SÍ(Sf) is the sum of the spin projecrions on the transverse

z-axis in the initj-al-(final) state. For simple spin structures'

direcL application of the Bohr theorem Ìeads Lo immediate restriction

on the subst.ates that nay be populated. For exarople, 1n a reacLion

possessing a spin structure of the forrn (o+,0+)--->(0+,J-) ' iL is

immediateì-y evidenL that only sLates vriLh odd valued projections nay

be popuJ.ated. Recent applications in recoil studies are given by

Pougheon IPOU79] and Kato IKAB3]. For ulore comp]icated spin

structures it is more efficient to empJ-oy the sLatistical tensor

n otat ion.

i:! I
I

I
H

i¡S. i¡S.
PrPOe 1=P6PUe t,



A ref lect ion in a plane may be represented b.v the

(reflecrion through the origin) plus a rotation of

the reaction plane. Ii thean axis PerPendicular to

Page 14

parity operation

I80 degrees abouL

interaction is

statistical Eensors ar€ invariant with respect

.This leads to the restricti-ons:

paritY conserving the

to the ParitY oPerator

I-l9a)

,tq = (-1)qttq (z-axis _L Lo reacticn plane). r-i9b)

A discussion of reference frames and rotat.ions 1s given in

Appendlx B. The frame used j-n this rvork is Ehe transverse frame ( ie.

z-axis perpendieular to Lhe synmet.ry (reaction) plane ).

Relation b) inplies that for tensors represented in Lhe transverse

frane only even values of q are allowed.

A further restriction on the information accessible results from

the parity operati-on upon the decay interacti.on (assuming that it

conserves parity). lf one lool',s at the general f orm of Ehe

correlation function stated 1n the prev:.ous section, applying the

parity operation requires i,l(n-g ,þ+n)= W ( 0 
' 0 ) whlch leads to the

requi-rement ÈhaL k be even valued.Thls follows from the parity of the

spherical harnonics : Y*O(n-0,É+",)=(-t)kYnO(e,É).Thus informarion can

only be obtained for k=even akq (in any frame), even though the

reactron itself may produce polarisation in k=odd tensors.

.kq = (-I)k+9tt,-q (y-axis 
-f to reactlon plane),



Summarizing, in a transverse f

are parity conserving, we need

order k and q both even integers.

rame, where the decay

consider onÌy tensors

Page I 5

and reactions

with muLtipoì.e
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f:¿J"P".i-""ttt t"tn

correlation experinents for the purpose of exLracting polarisation

observabfes of excited states arising froro a two body reaction

require the neasurement of the spatial distribution of the decay

products of the excited state. Such measurements are carried out in

coincidence with the J-ight particle (b) being measured at a fixed

angle eb. The }:inematics of the reaction provide a fixed recoil

direction in the scattering piane, aboul v¡hich the decay products

distribute thenselves according to lhe correlation function, from

which the polarisation obserr.'ables may be extracted. Figure l-I gÍves

a schemaLic view of such a measurenent. The correlated decay

distribution, in the laboratory systeE, relates to the centre of mass

recoil- frame by summing the Cì1 decay vel-ocity !¡ith the velocit.y of

the CM systen (the velocity of the recoil nucleus). The correlation

distrÍbution j.n the laboratory frame then manifests itself in the

energy and posltion of the detected particle Y. A single plane

correlation measurepent leads to linear degeneracy anong the

functions describi-ng the correlation function. In order Lo extract a

complete set of polarisation tensors it is norrnally necessary to take

Deasurements in several- planes in order to extracL complete

i-nformation, (a discusslon of thj-s is given by Zelanskaya and Teplov

lzEB3l).

The reaction and decay kinematics play a defining role in the

viability of correlation experiments. 0f the few experiments that

have been perforned, several Ínvolve measurenents of the sÍngles

energy spectra of recoil nuclei following (-decay. The resuJ-ting
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energy spectra are then f

correlation function' A

followj.ng (-decaY is given

energy of the recoiling

formul-a (to first order in

Page IB

it to the Iineshapes predicted by Ëhe

discussj.on of the kinematics and Iineshapes

by Bohlen and von Oertzen [BO7Sb] . The

nucl-eus is Doppler shifted according to the

P),

^E=-E( 
(pcos(e(),

where p=Vu/c and (=( l-P2)-l,o(

wrth the recoi-I direction, and

E"= *85 
^ (cos(ey)+-

CÇ+'r l2

iS

E(

the angle of

is the energy

t-20

gamma eml ssion rnade

of the emitted (.

It is evident that such measurernenËs require a recoil velocity (or

t() suitable to obtain lineshapes of sufficient breadth for purposes

of fltting. The bulk of the measurements perforrned in t.his area

involve transfer re4cÈions and inelastic scattering anong heavy ions.

A general review of this field is given by von Oertzen [V079].

spe.cif ic exampres employing this Lechnique for I 6O( I 2C ,l2co 14.44

IIev,2+)¡l6o inelastic scattering are given by BohJ-en et a1 [BO78a] and

Beene et a1 [8E80]. An example of a heavy ion transfer reaction

(27 ltt( 16o,15no)tt^t) is given by t,lusr er al [wu79] .

Several- correlation studies involving particle decay distributions

have been performed. The pertlnent klnernatlc formulae, for a decay

B--)Y+2, are given by Cramer and EÍdson ICR64]:

where Ey,EB are laboratory kinetic energies

emi ssion arrgJ-e of Y nade with the drrection

)2, T-21

, Oy is the laboratory

of the recoiling nucleus,



and ro denotes mass' The constant F is defined as :

p=( vÇ/vs) 2 =-^rQ6/(mrEs) ,

whereVU is the laboratory veloclty of B (ie of

rhe velocity in the CM system and Q5 is ¿he

decay. The maximurn laboraLory decay angle (wrth

be given by sin-1(F). For purposes of pracLical

of the Cl'l velocity should be considerably less

Page I9
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the Clt systern), V., is

breakup energy of the

the recoil axis) v¡ill

measurement the value

than LhaL of the

recorl centre of mass (F<t). For F)l the decay producL is emitted

rhrough all angles in rhe l-aboratory (refer to the velocity dragram

in Figure I-I). This will always be valid for (-rays.

Experiments where bot.h decay products possess considerable Inass

exhrbit fairly broad distributions in energy and space, allowing

direct mapping of the laboratory recoil distrlbutions into the CM

system. An excellent example of this forn of measurenent is grven by

pougheon er al IPOU79], in a study of the t60(i6o,l2c)20N"*-->l6oro¿

reaction. Another very interesting sLudy using a simrlar technique is

urrderway at Lhe University of I4anitoba Cyclotron laboratory IARYB5],

measuring the recoil correlation distriburion of 6rro-->¿*O[

following the 9g"(p,O¿)6Li reaction. Another example, involving

t2a(6rr,¿) l6o-->o¿+t2c is grven by cunsolo et al Icu77].

EarIy methods of recoil- anguJ-ar correlatj.on measurements utilized

two singles counters. One defined the correlatlon angle, €b, while

the other was moved successively through the angular range of one

of the breakup fragments. An example of this technique is

given by Shook ISHo59] .
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In rhe recent heavy Íon studies cited, singles energy spectra of

[ -de caY i- ng

conjuncL ion

recoil-s r^Iere recorded using a magnetic spectrograph in

with gas proportional wj-re counters. These measurements

possessed an intrinsic energy resolution of 80-I00 ÌceV on lineshapes

broadened to typically I lleV. One drawback of chis technique i-s the

P r esence

i nte res t

of conlaminant sLates overlapping the lineshapes of

The advenL of the sÍlicon surface barrier position sensitive

derecror (PSD), capable of rypically 0.5 mnr spatial resol-ution (5 cm

full scale) and 50 keV energy resolulion, allows relatively

economlcal measurenent of decay distributions. The previously

mentioned authors Pougheon et al IP0U79] and Cunsolo et aL ICU77]

eroployed Tneasurements of the recoil- decay products in coincidence

with the light ejectile using a PSD.

I-3 The I3a(o,a)I2co (i5.tl ÞIeV, t+) Correlation Experiment

requi-ring fitting of multiple drstributions.

The 15.1

excited by

t ÞleV, l+ sLare of "r, which is

the (p,d) reaction presents itself as

for a corre]-aLi-on rleasurement.

reLaLively strongly

a suitable candidate

1s shown in Figure I-2

decays di rectly to the

bulk of the remaining

unstable 8Be nucleus. The

The decay schene of the I

I ToI78] . Ninery percenr

groundstate as pure IlI gamma

emissions resulL in alpha

5.Il lleV sLaLe

of the state

emission. The

decay Lo Èhe

alpha breakup energies

intermediate 10.3 MeV

of alphas that rvill be

range fron approximately 6 to 0.29 ì1eV (the

is approximately 3 l'1eV wj.de). The small amount

recorded in the PSD exhibit considerably
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Figure 1-2 Decoy Scheme of
the 15.11 MeV, 1* Stqteof 12'C,
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different kinematic distributions wit.h respect to the direct Ml

decay, allowing separation of the 15.11 l"leV decay distribution, using

rhe techniques described in Chapter 2. Some alpha decay products will

appear in the gamna decay region, however, the amount will be

negligible.

The

state

smal L ,

The

r anged

d egr ees

( I MeV)

ranged

for the

2.2% òoubÌe gamma decay to the groundstate via the 4.4 l"Ie\¡

will fall dj.rectly in the pure ¡4I dÍstribution- Its effect is

as dÍscussed in Chapter 3.

12 -energy of the t'C^ recoil- nucl-ei in the experimenL perforrned

from I-5 MeV (corresponding to F=.013-.030 for eb=30-75

(lab) ), resulting in an opening cone with half angles of 60

to 2.Oo(5 t"tev). The maximum Doppler energy shif ts (eqñ. l-20)

f rom approximately 0.45 ìleV for the 5 MeV recoils Lo 0.2 l"leV

I I4eV recoils. Figure 2-2 shows a plot of these parameters.

As dlscussed in S I-1. I

describing the polarisation

equation l-Il the correlation

f rame) is:

the ma>limum order of t.he tensors

of a spln I state is k=2. Applying

function for the state (in a transverse

r-23

di.scussed in

neasured data

po Iarisat ion

r,.l(e,ø)=r+t 20lr I Q,[l )] ( 3cos2(r)-t )

+ ß/ E lRe(rrr)sin2(e)cos(2g)

+ ßl JT lrm(rr2)sin2(o)sin( 2É) ,

where tg. and AO are nornalized to 1, and AZ=IllT as

g I-1.3. The overall normalizarion is tw{e,Ø)do=4t. The

will thus contain informaLion concerning the k=2 tensor

of the l2Co t".oiL nucreus.



The density matrix elements for this

by inverÈing Èhe Clebsch-Gordan series

transverse frame)

Po,, =(l-'Jz L2ù/3

P- t,t=ttzl ß '

Note that the eÌemenLs PO,r, and PO,-I are zero

l-inear combinations of q=q¿¿ tensors which vanish

symmetry. The diagonal element t Pt ,t and

accessible since they require knowledge of che k=L

the decay is not sensitive.
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case are related to che akq

glven in equation i-3 (in the

t-24

s lnce

due to

P-t,-t
tensors

they are

reffection

are not

, to which



Ch 
"pt =L?_j_j_ry" rimental Dq taj r g

2-l Intrgduction

Two experiments were performed for the

the first, in }l,ay 1983'measured angular

arising fron the reaction:

13c(p,d) l2co( 15. I t l,Iev,J' =l+¡

Page 24

L2c recoil measurements.

correlatron distribut ions

l--* t2c(e.s.,o+¡ + (

at E_ = 4I.3 MeV and laboratory deuteron scattering angles of
p

30,40,50,60, and 75 degrees. The second, in March L9B5,measured the

differential cross sections of the 13C(p,¿)t2C reaction at EO=41.5

MeV. The purpose of the latter experiment \,ras to obtain a set of

cross sections for purposes of comparison with DI^IBA calculations.

Courparison of the experÍmental and theoretÍca1 cross sections is a

prerequisite to any interpretation of polarisation observabl-es. A

short description of this experirnent and extracted cross sections

will be presented in Appendix C.

Figure 2-l gives a schematic viel¡ of the detection system. The

kÍnerratics of the reaction and decay al.l-ow viable correlation

measurements in a limited range of light particl-e angles (see Figure

2-2). At large angles of êO the angular spread of the laboratory

breakup "cone" is too sinall, while at low laboratory angles of 0O the

recoil energy is too lor+. ln the experiment performed viable data was

measured at deuteron angles of 40,50,60,and 75 degrees (fab) for the

light parricle. 30 degree measurement uTas also made, but
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unforÈunately it failed to produce viable fits due to the fact that

lhe low energy portion of the decay locus fe1l below the low energy

cutoff set bY the electronics'

t-, lergs:

the target cons

greater than 992

ì{ev) alPha source

2-3 Facili t ies

isted of a self supporting carbon foil, enriched to

l3c. E.,urgy ross measurements using ^n 
24IAr (s.as

gave a thickness of approxinately 58 ¡g/cn2.

The experiment was performed in the 7l cm scattering chamber in

Experimental Room A (G-Line). A schemaLic of the facility is shown in

Figure 2-3. The proton beam incidenc frorn the cyclotron is deflected

by the combination nagnet (C) into the 0o bearn-line. The quadrupole

magnets QI and Q2 are used to focus the bearo onto a set of horizontal

and vertical slits (Slits I in diagrarn) r.rith an opening of

approximately 0.28 cm and I.7 cm respectively, with the steering

magnets (labelled St and 52) used to centre the beam properly upon

the slits. The bearo i-s deflected 45o onto Slits 2 (see diagram) by

the bending magnet, the energy of the beam is determined fron the

nagnetic field of the bending magnet using ealibration tables. The

second set of slits had an opening of approximateJ-y 0.29 cm

(horizontal) and 1.5 cm (vertlcal) Quadrupoles Q5 and Q6 bring the

beam to a focus at the target. The resulting beam sPot on targeL was

approximately rectangular in shape with dirnensions of roughly 0.1 cm

in the horizontal and 0.15 cm to 0.2 cm in the vertical directions,

as measured from radiation danage on glass slides placed 1n the beam.
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The energy

total Proton

FaradaY cuP

resolution of

charge Passed

situated in the
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this beam line is typically 140 keV. The

through the target is roeasured by a

wall behind the chamber.

2-4 De t ectors

The detectors used in the deuteron particle Ëelescope were ORTEC

silicon surf ace barrier detectors. The /\E eleroent \^7as 200¡rt thi-ck,

the E, and E, elements lrere each of 2000 ¡-rrn thickness, while the VETO

element vras 1000 ¡rID. All were 200 mm2 in area. The nominal total'

chickness of 4200 um of sil-icon is adequate to sËop all deuterons

arising frorn the I3c(p,d)I2C* reaction (at Eo=41.35 llev)'

The position sensitive detector (pso) was an ORTEC P-series, 100

Þm in thickness, wit.h dimensions 4.7 by 0.8 cu. The specified

position and energy resolutions (using an 2414n Qt-source) are quoted

as 0.5 mm FI^lHl"I , and 50 keV respecËively. Þleasured values using an

alpha source gave approxirnately 55 keV FWHM energy resolution and

approxinately 0.6 mm F\tri1l'f in position (uslng the brass grid described

i-n $ 2-9). The PSD gives rise to two signals; one signal, ER, is

proportional to the energy deposited in the detector' the other gives

(XR/L)ER where X* is the distance from the position output terminal,

siLuated at Èhe edge of the detector Eounting and L is the length of

the PSD. The position signal nay be processed arithrnetically after

dlgitization or via hardware using an ORTEC 464 ot 465 PSD analyzer'

The principle of operation of the PSD is that of a uniform

transmission 1ine, created from the distributed resisLance of the

Boron implanted layer and the distributed capacitance of the

depletion region [ORPSD]. ù
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Fig. 2 - 3 Cyclotron Beom Line Loyout.
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Figure 2-1 a) photograph of
Detection Apparatus in place
7I cm Scattering chamber.

Correlation
in the
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Figure 2-4 b)
for Position

Photograph of Rotatable Mount
Sensitive Detector.
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The PSD suffers fron various sources of pulse height defect (PHD).

pHD is Ëhe dlfference between the âctual energy of of incident ion

and its apparent energy conputed from a light ion calibration curve

(for instance and-sonrce used in conjunctlon with a precision pulse

generator). Sources of PÌlD may arise from energy loss ln the detector

window and non-ionizing colJ-isions, plus recombination effects. The

PSD also suffers from a phenomenon terned ballistic deficit, which

arises from the variable time constant of the energy output from the

PSD. The baltistic deficit rna,v be reduced by using long shaping tiues

j_n rhe flnal aurplification. Read et al IREB3] have specifically

studied PHD 1n ORTEC PSD's for heavy ions in an energy range up to

approximately 30 lfeV. Thei.r results showed no serious PHD fot l2C

(relative to Hydrogen), although the effect becomes pronounced for

heavier elements.

2-5 Detector }lounting

The respective detection sysEems were mounted on independently

rotating tables available in the chamber on the right 45o beaur line.

Figures 2-4 a) and b) display photographs of the general setup.

The position sensitive detector l./as placed in a mount capable of

rotating Ehe long axis of the PSD into and perpendicular to the

scattering plane about the radius joining the chamber centre to that

of the PSD. A roratable brass face plate 1n front of the PSD allowed

reDote placement of a collimator, a calibration grid, or solid brass

shutter in front of the PSD.

ìr:

iJ
rì
ìil:

i

'::ì:

tr¡ìì
;,iì
iì
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The telescope for deuteron detection was mounted in a brass cube,

faced with a copper colÍmator containing a rectangular opening 0.466

cu r,¡ide and I.626 cn high at a dlstance of I4.4 cm from the chamber

centre.

The heighÈs of the detecLor mounts with respect to the

centre \^7ere checked using a theodolite. Both the telescope

]-evels eTere determined to be at the same level as the cha¡ober

to v¡ithin approximately 0.25 mm.

chaurbe r

and PSD

cent re

The angle readouts for the

and found to be accurate to wi

t.urntables had been previously surveyed

thin approxinately 0.I5 degrees.

Careful

Eype being

f o llowi ng

deLails.

alignment is

de sc ribed

chapter) is

necessary rn

here, since

cri t ical 1y

a correlation

the analys is

dependent on

experinent of the

(presented in the

the geonetrical



2-6 EÌectronics

Figure 2-5 is a schemaLic

correlat ion experiment . The

computer transnit data from

Mul-tibranch Driver (l'lBD).

Anderson IA]IDB3l and Smith

electronics system may be

used throughout):
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diagran of the eJ-ectronics used in the

modules communicating directJ-y with the

a Bi Ra CAMAC crate via a Bi Ra

Detail-s of the system used are given by

I51,183] . The general f earures of this

suurmarized as f ollor¡s ( ORTEC modu.l-es ç¡ere

:.i.tì.

. r:'::ì

: I r::
i:.1 l

a) Seven parameter events were recorded using an ORTEC AD81 Ì

i l-bit ADC. An event consi.sLed of the three telescope outputs

(AE,Et,E2), the PSD outputs (ER,XR.E,/L), a TAC pulse berween rhe El

telescope element and E* si-gnar, prus a coincidence flag (denoting

valid correlat j-on event betr,¡een the telescope and PSD. )

b) The telescope coincidence (COIN l) was fired by the SCA outputs

from Ae and El. A sj-gnal fron the VETO (used to suppress protons)

vetoed candidate events from [t-tr. The output of COI]ì I was used ro

generate a nominaÌly -.5 volt strobe to trigger the ADC.

c) COIN 2 was used to drstinguish coincidence events (betv¡een the

PSD and telescope) from non-coincicience events (or singles) in the

teÌescope. Initially a Bi Ra 2351 input register rvas used Lo record

tlrj-s flag. During the course of the experiment it was found to be

nal-functioning and FLAG 2 was subsequentl-y routed to a porL on the

ADC as shown in FLg. 2-5. Separate ORTEC 572 amplifiers on the E*

signal were used to generat,e the linear ADC signal and the J-ogic

signals. These amplifiers also possess a pile-up output which was
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used to veto any pile-up events from the psD. The reason for the use

of two ampì-ifiers on the ER output is that superior energy resol-ution
results from an amprifier shaping time of l ¡¡sec whirst a shorter 0.5

'¡rsec shaping yierds superior timing resurrs (f or the TAC).

ì r'):l
¡i irì¡

d)Gate and deJ_ay generators were used

widths and tirning of the various loglc
were used as needed to adjust the timlng

signals being roured to the ADC. Figure

of the various pulses 1n the system.

2-7

as needed to adjust the

puJ-ses. Linear delay modules

of the l-inear pulse he Íght

2-6 displays a tirning dÍagram

Online and OffLine Data processing

Data acquisition and offr-ine sorting LTere performed using the xsys
systen procured by the computer services group from .he TUNL

l-aboratory and inpJ-ernented on the vAX rr/7 50 computer f aciJ_ity
existing at Ehe U. of I,t. CycÌotron laboratory.

xsYS is a versatire system capable of processing mu-lt.iparameter
data using the EVAL ranguage. The seven para'eter events consistlng
of 

^E, 
El, 82, TAC, ER, X.ER/L plus a f J-ag (ro distinguish

coincidence events from teLescope singJ,es evenLs) were event J-ogged

onto magnetic tape durì-ng the experiment. The correl-ation data was

extracted using a variety of one and t$ro di'ensionar_ gates on the
parameters in each event. The finar extracted energy-positi_on focus
was produced using various software cuts and projections on the data
as described in t.he following:

-

-/
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Figure 2- 6

Timing Diagram of
various PuIses in
Detection System.'
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1. A two-dimensional gate on the [E-vs-E plot selected even¡s

within Èhe deuteron locus. Figure 2-ia) displays an example of thÍs

gaLe for OO=50 degrees. The deuteron spectrum obtained by projecting

these events onÈo the energy axis is shown in Fig . 2-7 b).

2. A one dimensional gaLe ltas set on the t5.ll MeV sÈate as

displayed in Flg. 2-7b). Figure 2-B displays a typical deuteron

singles spectrum as v¡e11 as a coincidence spectrun. Although the

I5.II ÞleV overlaps with 
"r, 

I50 contaminant state, they are easily

distinguished because of theÍr different recoil energy.

3. Gates were then set upon the TAC-vs-positÍon locus and

TAC-vs-Energy locus using the events selected from the gates defined

in steps t and 2 (Figures 2-7c and 2-7ð). These gates serve to rid

the energy-vs-positlon locus of random background. ALl of the gates

were then apptied in the event sorting to produce the "r, 15.11 MeV

(-decay locus shown in Figure 2-7e.

4. The sorting \¡Ias once again reiterated, with rhe gate shown in

2-7e), to extract the finat energy-position locus in the form of a

64X64 array (Figure 2-7f). This last step is of a cosmetj-c nature Lo

rid the locus of the surrounding background. Apart frour the I5O

contaminant, the background will consist of surall amounts of

inseparabl-e random coincidences plus some alpha decay products of the

t5.lI l"leV state. All of these contributions are smal1.

:lê
Ì:fì:

r::15

ì::tì:ì

4,.ì:ll!

L:li:l

t:: l:1:

Figures 2-9a) to 2-9e) show the exËracted 64X64

each data set displaylng the position in the PSD

energy. The solid vertical fÍne on the 30 degree

channel loci for

vs. the I2C recoil

loci (Fig. 2-9e)
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Fi-gure 2- I a)

Coincidence Spectra.
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shows the low energy cutoff deter¡ained from the total projection of

recoils arising from the deuÈeron locus (ie. aJ-1 recoil events wi.t.hin

rhe gate shown in Figure 2-7a). The 1ow energy porËion of the locus

is clearly lost here.

The exlraetion of the position parameter requires division of the

X'ER/L parameter by the En paraneter. Since these parameters are

sLored as integers fron the ADC conversion, some loss of lnformation

may resuft due to integer truncation by the ADC of the continuous

amplif ier signals. In the extrerne case this may .l-ead Èo abrupt

discontinui.ties in Ehe extracted position spectra, where one channel

has an abnormally low counÈ whilst one adjacent to it 1s abnornally

high. This effect was minimized by adding a random number uniformly

distributed between 0 and I (the channel width) ro borh the ER and

X'ER/L measurement prior to the floating point division (this assumes

thaE the distributions do not vary greatly over one channel width,

which on the 2048 Los¡ conV€rsi-on of the ADC this seems quite valid.)

A discussion this and other methods of removing thls defect is given

by Bayman [BAY79].

2-8 Energy Calibration

Both the particLe telescope and the PSD energy calibrations were

carried out using ^n 
24lar o¿-source (5.48 Þfev) in conjunction !¡1rh a

precision pulser.
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The gain on the front [E element of the telescope vTas set Èo

obrain approximately i0 IleV fulL scale ADC conversion. The other

elements of the telescope r^/ere natched to the [E pulser reading so as

ro obtain approximately 40 MeV fulf scale conversion. The factor of

four difference detween ttie [E and E telescope e]-ements enhances

differentiation of che particJ-e l-oci used in parti-c1e identification.

Considerable care mus¿ be taken v¡ith the calibration of the energy

output of the PSD. The position rnformation requires divislon of the

X.EIL oulput by the E output. The two outputs should be gain matched

as closely as possible, and the inLercepts of the curves of the

pulser versus channel

This is necessary in

c onve rs ion.

number should be made as sma.l-l- as possible.

order to reduce nonlinearities in the position

The slope of the PSD energy pulser calibration varied by .I4"/.

between readings taken at the oìltset and end of the experiment. The

energy centroid of the alpha source had a standard deviation of

approximately .052 (=3¡"y¡ throughout the experimenÈ.

2-9 Pos ition Calibration

The conversion of the position to ADC channel number was

determined by rotating a calibration grid in front of the PSD. The

grid consisted of 24 brass slits of 0.2 mm average width and 2.0 nrn

average separation. Figure 2-L0 shows an energy-posltion plot and

associated energy and position projections of the 24IAm O(,-source,

plus the projection of the gate shown onto the position axis. Pieces

of Scotch Ìfagic Tape used to cover three of the slits to assure
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proper knowledge of the PSD orientation.

The centroid of these peaks and their relative position allov¡

calibratlon of the position output for the PSD. This curve r.¡as found

to be not quite l-inear, but was fit welt by a quadratic poJ-ynomial.

Figure 2-II displays a plot of this fit. Fits obtained at the

beginningrmidway and aL the close of the experiment varied by 0.97"

for the constant terD, O.I3% in the linear term and 0.6% in the

quadraLic term, suggesting that the PsD and electronies exhibited

excellent stability throughouL the experiment. The resulLing position

uncerta int i es

t hroughout

approxiura te 1Y

resulting fron thre variation of the calibration

the course of the experiment is estirnated to be

0.3 channels (I28 f.s.) or roughly 0.1 mm.
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Chapter 3: Data Analysis

3-l Introduction

The data from which the polarisation information j-s extracted are

n the form of a two-dimensional energy-position l-ocus of the decay

istribution of the recoil- nucleus. The two najor problems in fitting

uch loci falt under Lwo rather broad categories:

Ilonte-Carlo simulation of the

Linear dependence of the

experirnental distributions.

functions associated wrt.h the

polarisation tensors neasured in one plane.

To address the first problem requires a satisfactory model of the

c

I

2.

exPe rinenË

the locus ln

descrÍbe the

in order to proPerly simulate the parameters descrÍbi.ng

Monte-Carlo calculation. The model musL adequately

geometry of the experiment, plus various effects such as

energy straggling, and multiple scatEering of the recoil

e it 1s j-n the interlor of the target naterial. For

e nergy

nuc 1eu s

Ca rbon

ef fect s

1oss,

wh il

nucfei in Lhe energy range pertinent to these measuremenLs the

of the rnteraction in Lhe target become quite imPortant.

The second type of problem relates to the fact that the data

represent a projection of the total break-up distribution onto the

rectangle defined by the position sensitive detector, The functions

describing the polarisation terms are not linearly independant in

given plane. Thus, one plane gives insufficient information

concerning tlre polarisaCion. In the experiment.s described,

rneasuïements at two orientations of the PSD vere made for each

deuteron Scattering angle; one orientation placed the long axis of

-å.tr.
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the PSD Ín the scattering plane,

scattering p1ane. This overcomes

and the other perpendicular

the functional dependence i-
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to the

f the two

planes are fit sirnultaneously. A discussion of the minimum number of

planes requi-red in correlation experj.ments is given by Zelenskaya and

TepIov IZEB3].

3-2 I'fonte-Carlo Simulation of Experimental Dis¿rlbutions

The angular correl-ation

break-up distribution may

function describing the center-of-mass

be wrirren generally ( Simonius , I SI74] ) as :

I,I(e,ø )=

where W(0,ø)

Lr_Kì<a
is con

qAkYiq(e,ø

s tra ined

)'E*, -J'/'2 3-l

to be real , ( ie. too= (-t) qrf,,_O 
) . The

measured loci represent projections of the breakup drstribution onto

the rectangular position sensitive detector fj.xed in the Iaboratory

of the breakup distrlbution lJ(e,ø). Each tern for a glven k and q

contributes linearLy to the composi te distribut ion. Parlty and

rotational lnvariance in the reaction and decay interactions

substantially reduce the number of terns in the correlation function,

slnce k and q must be even in a transverse reference frame (see

AppendÍx B).

The ideal experimental geometry would consisL of a point target

source, a point detector telescope and a position sensitive detector

of lnfinitesnal width (ie, a line segment). In reality the experiment

possesses finite geometry, a hosL of target interacLions, plus

ef fects due to beam opLics. A major portion of thi-s chapter will be

concerrred $rith determining the relative j,mportance of a wide variety

of experimental effects upon the distributions computed in a
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events arising from a+I lC

!,os. reacti-on, caused by

of the target by vacuum punp oil, provided extremely

useful information concerning effects of Carbon nuclei passing

through the target medíum.

Resort must be taken to l'1ont.e-Car1o computations when there exists

no simple analytical expression describing a measurement. For our case,

we need to know the effecË of the experiment upon the data. A

Ilonte-Carlo simulation is basically a sirnp.ì-e meÈhod for computing

solutions to conplicated multiple integrals. The main drawback of the

method is that due to its statis[ical nature, a J-arge amount of

coaputer CPU tine 1s often required.

The event.s measured in the experiment (as described in chapter 2)

arise fron coincidence production of react.ion products occuring

inside a "source", defined by Ëhe lntersection of the beam wlth the

target. Both the light (deuteron) and decay particles foLlow

trajectories in space which are constrained by the kineraat.ics of the

particular reaclion under study. An ttevent' occurs when the detector

telescope and PSD simultaneously register rneasurements of light and

decay particles. If the experiment possessed "idea1" geometry, with

no other effects, the measured l-aboratory distributlons could be

easily j-nverted to get the actual- center-of-mass decay distributlon,

since there would be a one-to-one relationship bet\reen the

energy-position l-ocus and center-of-mass ang1e. Extraction of the

polarisation tensors woul-d then be relatively sirople. However, with

the introduction of finite geometry into the experiment, this sirnple
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the studiesrelationship is destroyed, as wilI be

presenLed in this chapÈer.

The generation of a Èlonte-Carlo event, âs consLructed by the

computer code, is outflned Ín the following steps. A Monte-Carlo code

("1'{IGRAINE") was writLen to simulate the indivÍdual- terurs arising in

Lhe correlation function (eq. 3-1). A detailed dlscussion concerning

the geometrical construction of trajectories may be found in Appendix

A.

i. A reaction occursat some point "/ithin the source volume.

2. The J-ight particle traces a trajectory from its point of origin to

in the telescope slit where particle type and energy aresome point

measured.

3. The recoil

a trajectory

nucleus suf fers a decay; the decay particJ.e then traces

to the PSD where its energy and position are recorded.

Step I is modulated by effects sucìr as bean energy dispersion and

phase space due to beam oPtlcs. The beam energy of the incident

proton was chosen from a Gaussian distribution centered on Lhe energy

deterroined f rorn the setting on Lhe switching magnet ' with a FhrlIM of

200 keV (the estinated beam energy resolution of G-line). The beam

optics were represented by horizontal and verticaL phase phase

elllpses. On target, the disEribution must be modulated by the beam phase

space eIJ-ipse; on the collimator, by Ihe angular distribution for

the (p,d) reacÈion.
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Step 2 is nodulated by effects such as slrt size and detector

resolution. The effect of the light particle (a deuteron) energy.ì-oss

in through the target is ignored. The code randomly calculated

positions in the area bounded by the telescope slit and the volume

bounded by the beau spot (source). This deternines the deuteron

trajectory, which, in conjunction çrith the reacLion kinematics,

defines tLre direction and energy of the recoil- nucleus prior to Íts

ciecay. The code also contained the facility for pl-acing the beam off

Èhe beam a>:rs (both horizontally and verticall-.v).

Step 3 rs heavily modulated by effecLs such as: energy loss

wÍthin the target, anguJ-ar straggling wì-thin the targetras welI as

the fÍnrte size of che PSD and source. The code selects ê and I frouì

a uniform distribution of these Cll angles which in conjunction wlth

the decay energy and recoiL velocity (frorn step 2) determine the

direction and energy of the decay product. The distance travelled in

the targeL is then computed and energy loss' energy straggling, and

multiple scattering effects are computed. The multiple scattering and

energy straggling effects \^rere generated fron gaussian distributions

whose FWHM were conputed frorn energy dependent curves from tne d+l1C

ground SLate distributions, and v¡ere assumed to vary as the square

root of the distance t ravell-ed through the target . The deca-v

trajectory is then tesled to see if it intersects the rectangle

defining the PSD. If the trajectory intersects the PSD then a set

of 64x64 channel arrays representing the E-X Ìocus of the functions

describing rhe rerms of I^l(e,ø)do are surnmed into the appropriate

array.
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the separaLe terms

the measured data wiIl

3-2

of

be

cor

for

rng

ion

funcLions,

funct ion

,uo = .t outlo(e,ø) (#f ,i"te) L

where At=l and AZ=I/,[j. The function rrcrr rePresents Ehe

t.ransformaLion of the correlation function into the real world of the

experiment. The sin(0) gives the so-l-id angle weighting, since the

correl-ation function gives the probability per unit solid angle'

Figures 3-l a)-i) display a representative example of these functions

for (k,q)= (0,0),(2,0), and (2,2) in the horizontal and vertical

planes, for both position projections (of the entire locus) and the

f ul1 ene rgy pos it ion l-ocus.

3-3 Ground States

present in the coincidence tneasurements is a strong contribution

fron the i2C(p,a)IIC(8.s.) reaction. Investigation of the recoil

energy locus for these events reveals a double energy peak. Figure

3-Z displays a r\,ro dimensional plot of the IIC(g.s.) for €d=50o, and

irs assocj-ated position projections. The double peak is attributable

to hydrocarbon buildup on both sldes of the i3C aurg", during the

experiment. Since these events arise fron a correlated deute'o"-llC

pair, the IIC nuclei are emitted çÌth a well defined energy and

direcrion from both sides of the target. The distributions arising

frcrn nuclei which must Pass through the target will thus give useful

rDeasurements of the rnultiple scattering (from their position

projections) and energy loss (from their energy projections).

¡i:là.:

text continued on page 68. . .
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comparable to the others terms of the correlation function
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3-3 . I MuL t iple Scat teri ng

The extracLion of rnultiple scattering j.nfornation from the IIC

ground srates is somewhaÈ less direct than exLraction of theenergy

loss inforrnation. The ground sLate distributions arise predominantly

from the effects of both geonetry and nul-tipl-e scattering. The effect

of the beam spot and collimator size is readil.v observed by comparing

the distributions measured in the horizontal and vert.ical PSD

orientations.

whe¡e the FWHM of the distribution is slnply ZliãÎãe". The acÈua1

situation foll-ows the llol1e\re dlstribution (see Þlarion and Zimmerman

114,AZ67I and Nigam et al [NIG59] ) which dif f ers f rom a Gaussian shape

mainl-y in the tails of the distribution. The actual use of nultiple

scattering in the construction of a trajectory is discussed in

Appendix A.

3-3.2 Analysis of Ground State Posltion Distributions

The shape of t.he anguJ-ar dlstribution

unit solid angle) of charged particles

described by a Gaussian distribution :

-@le )zF(e)=e " '

A stripped dov¡n version of the code MIGMINE

state position distributions was used to

concerning the rnultiple scattering of the recoil

target. A relative-Ly sÍmple modeÌ consisting

spot, Gaussian multiple scattering distrÍbution,

f or nu]t lple scattering (per

through thin targets is well

3-3

simul-ating the ground

extract information

nucleus through t.he

of a rectangular beam

the finite geometrY
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of the experiuent and the phase space of the incident beam were used

to generate the sj.mulated distributions. Gaussian distributions were

used to simulate effects such as beam energy dispersion (200 keV

FWHI'{), detector and electronics resolution (0.5 mm for the position,

see g 3-3.3 for the energy broadening) were represented by Gaussian

distributions (none of these was found to be particul-ar1y critical-).

The multiple scattering ang1e, defineci as the fulÌ width at half

ruaxÍmum of the Gaussian distrlbution as wel-l- as the phase space

eJ-lipse of the incident beam, was extracted by fitting the simulated

clj-stributi.ons to the experiment.al data. The horizontal and vertical

data Sets at a pSiven telescope angle i¡ere f it siruultaneously to the

measured data.

Due to the excessive CPU requirements of the }lonte-Carlo

calculation, it is very difficult to utilize standard least-square

search techniques to determine the best set of parameters nodelling

the distributions. The method used Lo approxrmate these parameters

(ie. beam spot dimensions and roultj-p1e scattering angle) was based on

randomly calculating ground state distributions, choosing parameters

in a reasonable interval about initial estiEates of these paraEeters

in the calculation, the set of paraneÈers yielding the lowest

chi-square was saved. Glass slides inserted in the beam during tLre

experi-ment ylelded a reasonable estimate of the beam spot dimensions.

Figures 3-3 a)-e) display a comparison of the simulated fits and the

data. Figure 3-4 displays a graph of the extracted multiple

scattering widths (corrected for target angle ' the widths v,ere

assgmed to vary as the square root of the target thickness), and also

,]:
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shown are calculations froro the Þloliere theory for average IlC

charges of 2 and 6. The predicted beam spot di-mens ions \rere

consisLent with the spot visÍble on the gJ-ass slides. 0n the whole

the simulations yreld a good representation of the measured data. It

was found that the extracted phase space angles for the horizont.al

and vertical planes of the beam spot (see Appendix A) vrere very small

and had no meaningfuJ-. effect upon the siroulations. This is most

likely due to the predoninance of finÍte geonetry and multiple

scattering effects in the data. As wel-I, the effects of the phase

space properÈÍes of the beam may well be very simil-ar to those of

roultiple scattering. In any event, the effects of the divergence w111

not be included in further discussion.

3-3.3 Energy Loss and Energy Broadening

The recoil energy spectrun lras calibrated using the higher energy

peak in each split pair. It vras assumed that the energy loss through

the thin hydrocarbon J-ayer was small. In addltion, it was assuned

that the data aquisition system remained stable throughout the

experiment, no evidence Èo the contrary was observed in the

measurenents. The energy (fron the reaction kinematics) and peak

centroids were fj.t to a straight Iine using standard regression

techniques. Using thls line, the energy of the lower peak in the

split pair was determined. The calibration line possesses a positive

intercept of approxinately 0.4 l"leV, the bulk of this is attributable

to the entrance r^rindow of the PSD which has an stopping po!.rer

norninally equivalent to 3200 angstroms of silicon. Northcliffe and

Schilling's IN070] stopping por¡rers for Al (similar charge and mass to

continued
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Si) give approximately 0.2 to 0.4 MeV energy loss for I2C io.," in the

I to 5 IleV range, hence this large intercept is not unreasonable. The

slope of this calibration line agreed to within O.l % of that

obtained fron the alpha-pulser calibrations obtained during the

experiment. The difference between the energies in each split pair

may then be used to esLablish the total stopping power of the tlC

nuclei through a thin l3C atrg"t medium (when corrected for LargeÈ

angle). Table 3-l lists the results of this calculation, the total

stopping pov¡er is given in units of MeV/mg/cm Figure 3-5 shows

a graph of the results of this measureüIent, aS well as a comparison

with the values given in Northcliffe and Schilling.

The ful1 version of ì'ÍIGRAINE v¡as invoked to study the split energy

distributions of th" IIC grorrndstate distributions. The computation

was performed by restricting the generated source poinÈs to occur on

the surfaces of the I3C target. Since the program computes the

distance fron the source point to the point where the l2C l"t',r"" the

target mediun (in order to determine the energy loss), the code

should adequately reproduce Èhe main features of the spJ-it energy

peaks. Fj-gure 3-6 shows an example of this cafculation. The average

deviation of the centroids of the simulated distributions from those

of the actual data was approxinately 42+-37 keV. The average

deviation of the FlfHÌI's of the simulated distributions from the

experimental- ones vTas 33+-22 keV (the FffilM ranged f ron approximately

I30 to 220 kev). The energy in this evaluation was distributed by a

Gaussian with an ernpirically deterrnined FWHM of 150 keV (on top of

the broadening arising from the geometry bullt into the progran). The

energy sinulation is only ixoPortant for the extraction'of the \^(LZZ)

' :'.:'ì:.,.:l

-
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tensor, since the LZO and Re(trr) terms may be extracted from

position projections. In the two-dimensional fitting routine

(discussed below) the E-X (energy-position) locus was bj-nned into

arrays giving an energy conversion of approxinat.ely 176 keV per

channer for the 75o,600, and 50o data sets, and 88 kev per channel

for the 40o data. Since the binning is somevrhat coarser than the

quoted devlations, and the bin width is comparabJ-e to the quoted

lÌ-newidths, one would expect that the fitting techni_ques will not be

sensitÍve to these effects.
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attributable to uneven buildup on the sides
of the target.)
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Table 3-1

r r Total Stopping Power Computed frorn
"C Recoil Groundstate Energy Spectra.

E/U(Þlev) S(Mev/(ng/cm**2) I

I

ERROR I

I

0. 101
0.r72
0.256 .

0. 305
0.42 ^

0. 49 9,
0. 586^

4.0
q?

6.3
6.4
5.6
6.9
6.4

0.2
0.3
0.4 3

0.45
0.5
0.8
0.8

o l0c groundstates from the t2c(p,t)10c reaction.
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3-4 Fitting Techniques

The following sections will explain the fitting techniques

utilized to extract t.he polarisation tensors from the measured recoj.l

breakup distributions. The position projections allow extraction of

the r0O,t20 and ne(trr) tensors. The ful1 projection of the locus

onto the position axis approxinat.ely cancels the horizontal lm(trr)

tenn, in the verticaL plane the In(trr) is minuscul-e in al-l cases. In

order to extracE the lrn(trr) tensors one must resort to fÍtting on

both axes of the energy-position ]ocus.

3-4.1 Position Projections of the Correlation Function

The E-X locus measured by the PSD represents projection of a

portion of the total breakup distribution. Using a transverse recoil-

frame, the distributions measured wÍth the long axis of the PSÐ in

the scattering plane and perpendicular to it will be, respectively

most aensitive to the azimut,hal angle É and polar angle e. For

brevity \¡re henceforth refer to these two PSD orientatÍons simply as

horizontal and vertical.

If one assumes an ttidealtt geometry the

Ehe tqTo planes will be,

l{orizontal (ê=n /2¡

correlation function for

3-4a )

t,I(Q=n /2,d)=I-t ZO/(2JZ 
>+

<E t z>( Re( t rr)cos 
( 2d )+rm( t rr) 

sin( 2þ)),



For ttie case of "ideal" geometry there thus exists a srmple l-inear

dependence in the funcLions one desires to fit to the data, ie :

Vertical (e rP=0 rt'¡

I{(o,p=g,n)=l*r2g(3cos2çe)-l) / (zlz )+
,

Re(r22)sin¿(e) F /2,

tlo=-r t{zp lr3o,

uåo= p rlo +f,rne(rlz),
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3-4b )

3-5

3-6

the laboratory spatial

i¡ith the (k,q) polarisation

The superscripts H and V

orientations.

where FlÍV) are functions describingKq

dependgnce of the function associated

tensor as measured in the PSD detector.

refer Èo the horizontal and vertical PSD

Although che

t his ttidealt'

certain of its

actual experimental

geonetry, one expects

properties.

case obviously does not possess

t.hat the experiment wiII reflect

to the

Lerns in

Monle-Carfo sinulations of the position projections

following observations concerning the overall nature of

the correlation funclion :

led

the

a) The posj-tion project.ions of t.he vertical disrributions

exhibited a strong linear dependence berween F[g and f]n, ne(elZ),

although the coefflcients are not quite the sarne as given by equat.ion

3-6. The cornputed In(f)r) is negligible in magnitude relarive ro rhe

other vertical functions. Figure 3-7 displayls a typical fit of the



uXO function

expe rime nt al
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to the Fl' and Re(FI') functions, in both "ideal" and

geonetries.

b)For the horizontal- functions, although t8O ts similar in shape

HLo the FiO term, the linear dependence is clearly broken by the

flnite geometry of the experiment, also the normalization is

considerably dlfferent than chat given by equation 3-5 for "ideal"

geonetry. The reason for this 1s tLrat the cos2(0) term in tlO wil-l

contribute in such a manner so as Eo decrease the overall

nornaLization of Lhe function. This effect wiLl- be most pronounced in

the cenÈer of the distribution, where 0 v¡ill have the greatest range

of devlation frorn g=nf2. Figure 3-B shor^¡s a comparison of the Ffig and

L¡FäO distributions in ideal and experinental geonetries. AIso, the

fr(fåZ) function is of much smaller magnitude relative to the other

functions. This is expected since the stn(29) dependance is odd with

respect to the energy axj.s, resulting in approxinate cancellation of

this function when projected upon the position axis.

3-4.2 Extraction of the Polarisation Tensors

It was demonstrated in the previous section that the degeneracy of

the vertlcal functions is maintained vzhen the finite geometry, etc.

is "turned on" in the Monte Carlo code. This implies that the

vertical projections may be fit to only t\.Io of the functions

describing the tggr t2g and ne(t22) terms. The coefficients extracted

from such a fit v¡il-l thus represent linear conbinations of the

polarisation tensors, and not yield complete information on the three

tensors. It will however glve an unambiguous ratÍo v¡hich should be

reproduced when the Horizontal and vertical pJ-ane projeetions are fit
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48.æø

b) I"lonte-CarIo SimulaÈion.

./too
Re (trr)

tzo

32.æA

6,1-@ø

Ê1.@ø48.øøø

Figure 3- 1 Illustration of Dependence
amonq Vertical Functions in both Idealized

Geometry and Fult l4onte-Carlo Simulation'

the solid line is the fit to the projection of
the tOO term (shown as a histogram) '

a) "Idea1" GeometrY'

!oo

tzo

Re (t22)--L=.
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Ideal Geometr

aOO - Histogram

.rg - solid Lin
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Figure 3- B Comparison of the shapes of the
aOO and t2O terms in ideal geometry and with
Monte-Carl-o Simul-ation of horizontal_ functions.

Monte-Carlo Simulation

aOO - Eistogram

tZO - Sol-id Line



s inrult.rneorrsJ.y.

ln the verLica.l p.l-¿nÉ fits ¡rresenLed,thÈ

l^Je ttterefore have:

t|o=dnlorRne(olr),

hence the measured vercical projections become

hr

where N i s

coeffici-enrs

resl)ecL ively

useful. racio

rla rerm was

Pa¡,e B8

elimrnafed.

3-7

':.Ì:l

;ai:i:

=N( (d.r 

'o+t 
20 

) rlo+(fir 
00*R" 

(t 
,r) ) Re ( F;2 ) , 3-B

an overall normalization factor,OLand F are Lhe

giving the decomposi.rion of ffln inro r]n and ne(r)r)

Since ,0t, ts set to unity, the fit described gives a

in Lerms of Re(rrr) and a20,

Rv=(F+Re(, rr) )/ 
( o{+r 

zo), 3-9

Thc vertì-car posit.ion distrÍbutions were fit to the function

described in equation 3-8, in order to extract the raÈio Ru and the

channeL shitt Ê,, (see betow). The coefficienrs dand B describing rhev r--

vertical degeneracy were a.Lso derermined, using ieast-squares rnethods

In orcier to exLracr full_ information from the position

and horizor-rtal

the fo I lowi ng

The horizonLal arrd verLical positron projecLions were cLren fir

simultaneously to the function :

projecLions, one must resorL to ij.t ting ¡he vercrcal

distributÍons simul-raneousJ-y. The method empl_oyed

a lgo ri rhn :

yì{ ( v ) 
= cn ( u ) 

( 
^ r 

. llÁt' 
) ( i , Ê u ( v ¡ ) +a, r ! [t' 

) ( ,' , Ê n 1 r, ¡ )

+ArRe( t!tu) ( i ,Êr+( \,) )+A4r*( eTÍ\') ( i ,EH(rr¡ ) ),

b._

3-r0

-1
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where CH(V) rdescribing the relative normal-ization between the

horÍzontal and verti-cal distrlbutions hTas fixed to I for the

horizontal data. The Ên(U) terms are channel shift parâmeters which

shift the calculated distributions by an appropriate anount to

account for the different binning intercepts of the Monte-Carlo

calcul-ations rel-ative to the daLa. Êt(U) were determined using a

sinple Iinear Ínterpolalion across a channel. The parameters {A¡},

ÊH, Êy, and CU were then fit using a Newton-Raphson iterative search

technique (see, for instance, IBEV69] or IRAL78]). The values of the

statisÈical tensors are simply deterrnined by the ratio Ar/A,, since

t00 is, by defini-tion, equal to 1.

The funcÈion maximlzed was :

1n(Pr)+ln(PV), 3-l I

where the probability PU(V) is given by the Poisson dj-stribution

where N, is

=T\ o-Yi u.NiTxr!,
i -r

a data point and Y=

3-r2

Taki- ng the¿he fit.ting function.

logarithm of P yields:

ln(P)= Nrln(Yr)-Yt-ln(Ni! ) , 3-13

The Newton-Raphson iterative algoriÈhm is a standard method that

computes successj-ve increments to a set of coefficients in order to

so.l-ve a set of non-linear equations. The increments are deterrnined

zi



uj*r=uj*6"j'

where 6" j =lpr"-lr, and a¡r? Br/â" j.

by:

This technique also

properly solved the

are related via [8E69],

has the f eat.ure

errors associated
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3-r4

that when the systern is

with the fit.ted coefficients

For the case given here, these terms give

in a reduction of "-l fo, the total poisson

This is the same procedure employed in the

which assumes Gaussian statistics.

-L2 
^ j=

The resulting matrix cr

di"= F(S,- )#"' -æ-òAi

_ ñI èr" >t"
f' òt" ;ã;

È.he vector p is gj,ven by,

-ìq ¡¡'

the deviacions

probability of

Ieast-squares

3-i5

result ing

rhe fir.

method,

i::l
.],.,:

,l.¡t

I

is given by :

* /"r" -r\ò"T'- v.l\ri '/5;;¡ '.--,
tlÉ

òY;.àY
ò?. à?i 3-t6

þr= -1Èr"
/ ò¡*{$ r*.(+

The derivatives of yH(V) with respecr

determined from Iinear interpoJ_ations of

c.he channel boundaries.

3-r7

the channel shifts were

fitting funct.ions across

co

the
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In order to fit the full energy-PosiÈion locus, tìre procedure

staLed previously was expanded to include the kn(t22) term plus

channel shlfts for the energy axis of the two dimensional locus,

binned in a 32X32 array. As noted previously the full position

projections approxinately cancel the horizontal Im(t22) term

resulting in a fitting funcLion of very low magnitude relatÍve Lo the

other tentrs. ln the ful] locus, however, the Im(t22) term is well

expressed. The variation of the l-ocus vrith respect to the channel

shifts was represented by a two dÍmensional linear rnLerpolati-on of

the form :

:,t ll



Y(x.y)=eo.+el .e +A? .e +A? .ê Ê]-J lJx rJy rJxy
nwith Ai¡=Y. .

al =y -Y-'i_j i+t,i
A2 =Y -Yij i,j+l
a3 =Y--ij i+I,i+I

The values of

r ¡J

irj
+Y -Y

i. j i+I, j

tr. and Re(

¡.
i,i+I

¡ ) were fixed to
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3-r8

Ëhose obt ained from

Ehe position projections,

the channel shifts, and the

data sets to be varied until

def ined by :

22

leaving Lhe terins pertaining to Im( tZZ),

relative normalization between the two

the logarithn of the product probability

-r. *T:r"{rfr>-vf,-rn(w!, r )
1rJ

+n{rrn(vYr)-YY.-rn(NY.!), 3-Ie

was minimízed. NH(v) '- - r-!- --i¡ 
'' Ir a data point on Lhe energ-i-posftíon iocus.

The extracted flts obvÍously do not include variatlon with respect

to the parameters used in the creation of the Monte-Carlo functions.

Ideally one would desire to construct a code capable of conputing the

Datrix elements of equation 3-16 for each of the pertinent parameters

in the lfonte-Carlo code. This would be a rather grandiose

undertaking. One wouLd be faced with the task of conputing a large

set of derivatives at each point on the E-X locus.

However, one may estimate the error incurred by ignoring these

terms by using the rather crude algori.thrn enployed in grid search

techniques IBEV69]. Ilere the coefficients are assumed to be

uncorrelat.ed, thj-s causes the error terro given by equation 3-I5 for a



given coefficient an, to reduce to,

-À2"r= I /d, r- { f2rr,( p ) / ò2r* ) - I'

The errors in Lhe extracted tensors,

Lo t.he coefficients .r, Dây then

quadrature:

**,,
L,

Ao,t * (

Ft" fU
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3-20

due to variation ¡¿rth respect

be computed by sumrcing in

2
A

c ei/¡al,l

"o i.
m

-,¿

ff')("n-,f 3-2r

where the second derivatives of equation 3-20 are approximated by,

\. (P) 
r"r- I - 2\" (P) .j ,

hz 3-22

l¡h e re the point at which the derivative is being evaluated.

In order to accommodate a rather crude variation with respect to

the beam spot dÍmensions and position on the target a modified

version of I'IIGRAINE r¿as constructed to store the position projections

of the Plonte-Carlo generated functions as functions of position on

the beam spot. A large beam spot was represented as a rectanguì-ar

array with dimensions of 20X20. The resultant 5 dimensional array

conslsts of 2X20X20X64X4=2048O0 elements (2 dirnensions for the

horizontal and vertical planes , 2 for Lhe coordinates of the beam

spot, I for the position projecti"ons and I for each of the 4 terms of

the correlation funct ion. ) A¡ attempt to compute the fulÌ

energy-position locus in this manner was highly correlated with VAX

system crashes and was discontinued.

. .: . ,.:..ì.
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Computing the l'lonte-Carfo functions in this nanner has the

advantage that it alfows one to define a beam sPot size and position

on the horizontal and vertical axes of the target (vrithin the

dimensions of the oversized beam spot). The resultant posÍtion

projections of the correlation function are Ehen the gurl of all

points associaled with the beam spot defined within the oversized

array. The beam spot dimensions and position roa,v then be discreteì-y

varied (by rouglrly 0.15-0.2 mm, corresponding to the binning of the

beam spot) allowrng somevrLrat suÞcrior fits and error estimates to be

deduced. The caf culations \.rere cornputed to 6 to 7 nllLion

trajectories (17-20 hours cpu) the actual beam spoL masked roughly

207" of the oversized array , hence the fits are obtained from

calcuÌations equivalent to roughly t rnillion trajectories, which is

quite satisfactorY.

A program was \¡rritten to comPute fÍts to the Position projections

Lo al-l possible bean spot positions and dimensions. The "best" fits

using the criÈeria of equations 3-Ii and 3-I2 and the beam spot

dimensions and positions were then varied Èo estimate the errors as

per equations 3-20 t-o 3-22.

requi res the f ul- I

usi-ng the Previousl,v

The error in Lhe

energy-position Iocus

described procedure.

Figures 3-9 a)-f) show fits

Loci. Tables 3-2 a) to 3-2

extracted from each data set.

extracted Polarisation tensors.

Ln(t22), term which

was computed manuallY

to Lhe posiLion projections and full

d) Ìist the perËinent coefficients

Table 3-3 gives a sunmary of the
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The other terns, pertaining to multiple scattering, energy loss

and beam spot size are fairly well defined by the llC grorrndstate

analysis discussed in S 3-3. Gross deviations such as turning

of f the multiple scattering, energy straggling and energy loss

produced fits with error bars overl-apping those of the fits present.ed

1n Tables 3-2 a) to d). Figures 3-I0 a)-c) dispJ-ay plots of the

extracted tensors.

The relative normalization term in equation 3-10 has a simple

s ignificance , directly predictable from the experinent The

Ilonte-Carlo generated functions and fltting process should already

include the information concernj.ng the relatlve detection

ef f iciencies arlsing from Èhe finite geometry etc., pJ.us the

dependence of the efficiencies due to the physics of the decay

distributions. The relative normalization will thus sirnply be the

ratio of the total charge passing through the target for the vertical

measurement t.o that of the horÍzontal measurement. This is sinply the

ratio of the respective Faraday cup scaler measurements. Tabl-e 3-4

gives a comparison of the extracted relative nornalizations and the

ratio predicted from the Faraday cup. The Faraday cup üeasurements

v¡ere corrected for both the elecLronic deadtime (determlned by the

total pileups and detector pulses registered in the scalers) and

computer deadtime (deternined from the total strobes registered in

Ëhe scalers and the actual number

spectra.) They are in good agreement.

EZO and Re(t22) terus v¡ere allowed

of events appearing 1n the

It should be noted that if the

t.o vary in the two dimensional

a gross discrepancy

when they were flxed to

procedure the fitted nornalization displayed

relative to the Faraday cup readings. Hovlever



the values obtained from the

noroalization matched almost

projections.
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position projecLions, the fitted

exactly the values from the position

ì'.

J:

'a,

;:

3-4.3 Alternate Reference Frames

AII of the previously mentioned calcuLations were in the recoi-l

Èransverse frame (see Appendix B), anoÈher frame which is equally

suitable for fitting in is the recoil helicity frame, where the

y-axis is perpendicular to the reaction plane and z-axis along the

recoil direction. The Euler angles connecting these two franes are

(olr,F,()=(0,90o,90o), hence the correlation f unction f or the helicity

frame (prj_ned coordinates) is related to the tranverse frame by:

I^r(e' ,ø'r;ã ffi . rúotTq (e' ,ø')

. (D(0,90,90)rkq)D+(0,90,90)yïq(e,ø), 3-23

srhere D represenÈs the rotation operator. Syrnmetries in the hellcity

frame require that the k=2 Èensors be real rq=oddreven is allowed as

opposed to q=st.r f or the tran\¡erse f rame. I'IIGRAINE is equipped with

the facility for rotating the spatial axes describing the CM decay

sys tem ( see Golds tein IG080 ] ) using the Euler angles . l^le expect that

the ex¡racted tensors in either frame should be connected by a

rotation (to within error bars). Table l-5 gives a comparison of the

results of fitting directly in the helicity frame using the rotation

of the spatial axes within IIIGRAINE and performing the rotation uPon

the transverse tensors. Note: the rotatj.on on the spatj-al

co-ordinates in IÍIGRAINE arises from the adjoint of the rotation

operator D(o¿,P,(), so the order of the rotation becomes (-90,-90,0).

text continued on page I21
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Results of Analysis of the 75i.¡ Data Set

Note: The quantity termed f n (p f.Lt) / ttnU.a.)
in TabIes 3-3 a) to d) denotes Èhe ratio
of the logariÈhm of the poisson probability
(equation 3-13 ) to the corresponding number
obtained by replacing ',"," with "*," in
equation 3-13. This ratio should approach I
for a very good fit.
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Table 3-2 a) Results of analysls of 75o dara set

Ry for single vertical fit and simulLaneous fit..

Vertical I.47+-0.08 chi-square: 1.96 tn(Ptr.)/fn(Pd".")t 1.33
Sinultaneous I.46

Simultaneous Fit to Horizontal and Vertical Position DisÈribuLions

Ezo

ne(t22)

Relat ive Normalization

-0.02+-

0.2+-

0. l2

0.1

1n(P¡1.)/tn(P¿..r)
Reduced Chl-squares

Simul-taneous Fit to Horizontal and Vertical Loci

fm(t22) 0.06 +- 0.05

Relative NormalizaÈion 1.15 +-0.03

1.14 +- 0.05

Horizontal I.l5 Verti-cal I.33
Horizontal 0.73 Vertical 1.94

In(Pr..)/lnqPd".")
Reduced Chi-squares

Ilorizontal 1.30 Vertical
llorizontal ] .40 Vertical

I .30
I .49
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Results of Analysis of the 60i.¡ Ðata Set
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Table 3-2 b) Results of analysis of 600 degree data set

RV for sinele vertical fit and simultaneous fit.

Vertical 1.36+-0.09 chi-square: 0.88 ln(P¡i¡)/fn(Pd.r.) : I. l6
Sirnul-taneous I.36

Simultaneous Fit to HorlzoûLal and Vertical Position Distributions

E20

Re(r22)

Relat ive

0. 12 +-

0.32 +-

Norrnalization

0.1

0.09

0.9 I +-

Hor izont al
Horizontal

0.03

I.26 Vertical 1. l6
I.24 Vertical .91

In(Pr1.)/fn(Pd.t.)
Reduced Chl-squares

rro(tZZ) 0.07 +-

Relative Nornalization

1n(Ptr.)/ln(P¿u..)
Reduced Chi-squares

Simultaneous Fit to Horizontal and Vertical Loci

0.0 5

0.90 +- 0.03

Horizontal 1.4
Horizontal 2.05

Vertical I .35
Vertical 2.I4
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Results of Analysis of the 50i.¡ Data Set
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Table 3-2 c) Resul-ts of _q¡¡r_11'95 of 50o data set

for single ve rtical fit and siuultaneous fit.

Vertical I.54+-0.08 ch1-square: I.4i ln(P..-)/tn(p,_--): 1.22
simurtaneous 1.54 trt- data'

Simultaneous Fit to Horizontal and Vertical Position Distributions

'20
Re(trr)

Relative

-0.18 +-

0.23 +-

Normalizat ion

0.08

0.08

i.04 +- 0.06

Horizontal 1.30 Vertical I.22
Horizontal 1.40 Vertical I.42

In(P.. )/ln(P. )
nea"åÈå cni-s83å9es

Simultaneous Fit to l{orlzontaf and Vertical Loci

lm(trr) -0.22 +-

Relative Normalization

ln( P, i. ) /fnq Pd..")
Reduced Chi-squares

0.03

I10r izontal t .48
Horizont.al 2.I I

Vertical 1.42
Vert ical- 2.26

0.06

1.03 +-
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the  0i.¡ Data Set
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40o data setTable 3-2 ð) Results of analysis of

Bv for single vertical fit and sinultaneous flt.

Verrical I.44+-0.08 chi-square: I.07 ln(Pr1.)/ln(Pd"."): I.l6
Simultaneous I .46

Sinultaneous Fit to Horizontal and Vertical Posltion Distributions

L20

ne(t22)

Relat ive

1n(Prr.)/ln(P¿..r)
Reduced Ch1-squares

-0.07 +- 0. I

0.07 +- 0.08

Nor¡nali zat ion l.tl +- .05

Horizontal l. l2
Ilorizontal .64

Vertical 1.16
Vertical 1.08

Simultaneous Fit to Horizontal and Vertical Loci

rn(r22) -0.38 +-

Relative NornalizaLion

1n(P¡r.)/ln(P¿".r)
Reduced Chi-squares

0.04

Horizontaf 1.3
Horizontal 1.4

VerÈical 1.33
Vertical I.8

0.05

I.14 +-
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Summary of
Table 3-3

Extracted Polarisation Tensors

I Theta(1ab) I Theta(CM) I trn
| '" ¡ ne(trr)

I

¡ trn(tr,)
t-"

40.
50.
60.
75.

I

45.9 l-0.07 +- .l
s6.9 l-0.i8 +-.08
67,8 | 0.I2+-.I
83.8 l-0.02+- .I

I

I

I 0.07 +-.08
| 0.23 +-.08
| 0.32 +-.09
I 0.2 +-.09
I

I

t-0.38 +- .05
l-0.22 +- .06
| 0.07 +- .0s
| 0.06 +- .05
I

Table 3-4
Conparison of Fi¿ted Normaliza:uion Parameters

with those predicted from Faraday Cup.

Angle (deg) I

I

Fir F-Cup

75
60
50
40

I. 14

0.9s
0.98
0.99

1.14+-.05
0.91+-.03
1.04+-.06
I . I 1+-.05

Table 3-5
Comparison of Tensors ExLracted in Recoil Heliclty Frame with
Rotated Recoil Transverse Tensors. The rows labelled t'Fitt' are
Lhe tensors fit fron the rotated Monte-Carlo Functions, those
llarked "Rotated" are the tensors of Table 3-3 rotated into the
Recoil Helicity frame. The quoted errors do noL include variation
wiLh respect to the beam spot dimensions or position.

lTheta(1ab) |

l_l
ll
I 40. I

t:
t---l
I s0. I

ll

0. I7+-.07
0.19

0.4+-.05
0.4

| 'zz I

l_l
tt
I -0.01+-.06 I

| -0.0r I

tl
-0.02+-.05
-0.06

I -0.24+-08 I

| -0.23 I

t_l
I -0.09+-.06 I

| -0.09 I

rl

t20 t.,
LI

I

I

I

I

I

I

Fir
Rot ated

Fir
Rotat ed

0.37+-.06
0.37

0.25+-.05
o -22

160.1
tl
l--l
I 75. I

ll
tl

Fir
Rot at ed

0.33+-.08
0.3 3

| -0.06 +-.06
I -0.07
I

Fir
Rot ated

0.32 +-
0.26

.08 | -0.04+-.05
| -0.06
I
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The results are in good agreement (as they should be).

3-5 Alternate Decays of the 15.ll l"leV I2C State

As discussed in Chapter I, 9OZ oi the l5.tl lleV state of lZC

decays rr the groundstate. The bulk of reraaining possibilicies reach

unbound 88" ,Lates via X ande{decay. The spatial distrj-butions of

these loci in the }aboratory will be nuch larger than the direct (

r1
decay to the t'C groundsrate resulting in a negligible bacl:ground.

However,2.27 of the 15.II Me\¡

groundstate via the 4.44 ìtev I2C

thj decay wilI fall directlY under

act as a snall perturbation.

state double ( decays to the

state. The E-X locus arising frorn

the decay locus being fj.tted and

To detemine the effect of this a computation was perforned of the

double decay locus, assumi-ng an isotroPic decay probability for each

of the decays in the sequence, weighteð 2'2190' rvith respect to the

direct decay to the groundstate. The resulting locus 1s the râther

amorphous structure Shown in Figure 3-Il. A "mock" set of loci,

consisting of a linear sum of the desired terns as well as the doubÌe

decay structure was constructed. The previously described fitting

procedure vraS Èhen applied to this "data". The presence of the

contaninant had a negligi.ble effect upon the terms describing the t29

and lm(t22) terms and less than L7. on the Re(tZ) tentr. Considering

the esEimated errors of the actual- extracEed coefficients, the effect

of the double decay may be deened ignorable.
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3-6 Summary

The data extraction process described suffers from ti.ro obvious

(and unavoidabJ-e) deficiencies. The fact that the extracted recoil

roci, from which one desires to directly extract the polarisation

information requires modeling, hence J-engthy computer simulation is

required. However, the rnodel presented is quite realistic, and

gives a good i-nterpretation of the ilC gro,rnd states presented in

$ 3-3. The other concerns the fact that the frrting technique does

not encompass the variables used in the actual l4onte-carlo

s imulation. One can theref ore not c.lai¡o Eo have attained the absol-ute

"most probable fit". However, the groundstate simulation study

implies that these parameters are fairly well defined.

It appears thaË there exists an lntrinsic problen as Èo the

accuracy to r¡hich one nay determine Èhe recoil poì-arÍsation frorn the

type of experiment performed. If one collected data to a high degree

of statistical accuracy, resulting in significantl-y smalLer errors

than those extracted from the data presented in this work, it ivouÌd

be necessary to take an increasingly microscopi-c view of the

experiment itself.

In retrospect, it would most likely harze been more appropriate to

have measured a recoiL locus in one other plane (say at a 45o

rotatÍon with respect to t.he horizontal), with the number of counts

neasured in each plane accordingly reduced. This would likely lead to

a reduction in overall error, since one would have three function

seÈs to fit, to. The extracted fits would likely be somewhat more

È- 1



sensitive to the expression of

rather than the geometry of

i¡nroedi.ately obvious until after

the polarisation tensors

che experiment. This

the analysis presented
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in the da¿a,

point was not

here.

The exLracted tensors, summarized in Table 3-3

to c) will be interpreted in the contexl of the

Approxinarion (DWBA) 1n Chapter 4.

and Figures 3-10 a)

Distorted tr{ave Born
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Cha-pter 4 Theoret¿ggl_-I¡!e!p!etati on.

4-l The DWBA Transition l1g_t¡_i¡_l_af_g lr_.-Ð_Bg=g!l"!

The transj-tion matrÍx is the operator which connects the iniLial

and final- states of a system undergoÍng a reaction or scattering

process. Here we are restrÍcting the dj.scussÍon to a process where

the inconing channel (initial, state) is composed of two bodies a*A

t?(ie. p+'-C) and the outgoing channel (fi.nal state) is cornposed of b*B
ro *(Íe. d+I'C ).

lf the interacËion governing the incoming channel nay be written

as V..=U**l.i.a, and solutions corresponding to the potential U are

known, then the transition matrix for a rearrangement process is

given exactly by (see }fessiah, Chap.XIX, []tE58l):

T+_é

-L
where 7..' represents

and To 
- represenrs

interaction governing

residual interaction,

the incoming channel.

=< }f tw* t É* 1".*) , 4-l

"outgoing" wave solutions in the potential Uo¿ ,

ttincoming" \,Jave solut ions of the complete

the outgoing channel , Wol is termed the

and d+ denotes the bound state wavefunctions of

For a (p,d) reaction the transition amplrtude may be written as

t*-p= ,Yu¡vooldr.,Þp+>, 4-2
-+

where 7-^ are the wave solutions describing the interaction of the,P

p+A system in the potential Uo, , dn an" bound sËate wavefunction

describing the neutron bound to a mass (A-l) core' and UnO is the

residual interaction between the neutron and proton (fron which the
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deuteron is to be composed).

The conventional f orn of the Distorted l.lave Born Approximation

used for cornputational purposes assunes rhat both the incoming and

outgoing channel wavefunctions (distorted waves) rnay be generated

fron appropriate optlcal potentials deduced from elastic scat.tering

data. The assumption here is that the elastic component .f t ¡̂.

domlnares the interaction. Thus l, =øO/O in this formalisrn.

As will be discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter, it

has been firnly establlshed that the above prescription is inadequate

for a treaËment of (p,d) or (d,p) reactions. The relative success of

the "Adiabatic" potentials, initially proposed by Johnson and Soper

[J070] whÍch approxirnate the effects due to the breakup of the

deuteron into continuum states within the nuclear field established

that three body effects give a large conEribution to the transition

amplitudes.
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4-2 The Ful1 Transfer Representation

Many of the characteristics of Èransfer reactions are dependent

upon the various angular rnomenta transferred in the reaction process.

It is therefore appropriate to couple the general transition matrix

onto a representation reflecting the properties of these transfers,

one can define the transfers:

JBA = SS-S^ ( target spin transfer), 4-3 a)

Jb,

T

ì+
sb-su

l+T aTJBA'"bA

( projectile spin transfer),

( orbltal transfer ),

4-3 b)

4-3 c)

as (eqn.

4-4

The transition matrix may Èhen be expressed (exactly)

I0.62 of Satchler I5483]) :

¡4M
_b B
Mt4a A Í JbrJ¡e

(-1

<sb,ì,fb , sa, -Ma I J5.,ì"f5")<sB 
'MB ' 

sA 
' 
-MA I J¡A'MBe)

S.-M.+S -l''1
) ^ A t t(Jb",M5",Jg¡,Ìlg¡l(rm)

mJ)q _ (k*,kp).
(,J0.,Jro

( Note : The transf er ampli tudes denoted by ttEt' Ín this work are ttl" in

Satchl-er ISAB3] ) .

The phase arises from Satchler'

wavefunctions under time reversal,

the spin and its z-projection).

choice of the phase of the

= (-t)I-tdÏ (I and m represenr

S

ÉTo
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Thus all of the properties of the reacLion, aparL frorn the

geonetry of the spin coupling are expressed as functions of the

overall transferred angular momenta during the reacÈion.

This notation should be distinguished from another commonly used

formalism where the transition matrix is represenÈed j-n terms of the

quanta of the transferred particle(s) (see, for instance, Satchler

I 5A64] ) . These ampli tudes must carry extra indices in order Lo

account for the spin effects contained i.n the optical potentials used

to deterrnine the dlstorted waves before ancl after the reactions.

To study the effects of polarisation observables, ic is efficlent

to construct transfer tensors ([SAB3], Chap.10, eqn. 10.63) from the

transition auplÍtudes, from which any polarisation observable may be

constructed,

f uq((,Jba,JBA, l.',Ji^,Jio)=ø(er-t;Ê<(,k,B,Q ¡ (',rn*q)

r.kq(sB) =

4-5

irreducible tensors of

's result ([S483], eqn.

;k,S )
å

4-6

In equations 4-5 and 4-6 and those to follow, âoY symbol of the form

. .112denotes (2J+t)"

J

' .î 
, ro, ,rro .**l ,irú" ,río.

Here the ( transfer quanta are coupled onto

rank k. After sorne algebra, one finds Satchler

r0.Br),

^ 
¿\ ^^ J- +S--S.+(

) JstJá¡(s¡(-t ) ba B A

t^l((, (', Jse,Ji¿toro" )!J( s¡,tr,ruo,tuo

f nr((,Jb",JBA, (' ,Jb^''ro)'
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the corresponding expression for the light ejectile "b" polarisarion

rensors is ([S483], €Qo,10.74):

too(so) = ^ ¡ A\ JBA-Jba-Júa+Sa-Sb+('
2 JurJúu(sts(-l)

l.J((,(', Jba,Jú, tkJBA)I,l(Sb,Sb,Jba,Ji" ;k,Sr)

furtt , Jba , JBA, ( ' , JJ" , Jge) 4-7

4-7 is over (.,1',Jbr,Jú.,

fron the contraction of the

describing the tkq.

where the sum

JBA,JiA. The

coefficients in

for equat ions 4-6 and

Racah I{ coeff icients arise

the Clebsch-Gordan series

The polarisation Lensors thus represent coherent sum of the

transfer tensors. Note that the recoil- tensors contain interference

Èenns between different values of the target transfers Jg4r while for

the light ejectile rrbrr tensors the interference is between Lhe

projectile transfers J5". Spin dependent potentials for the target

nucleus have a strength varying inverseJ-y Trith respect to mass (see

Feshbach IFE5B] ) and are noL included in normal optical rnodel

anal.yses; they are not incluCed in the D\{BA codes used in this work.

For the case under study the possible transfers that xûay occur

are, JBA=3/2,I12 , Jba = 312,ll2 , and (=I,2,3. (=0 does not

contribute due to violation of the Bohr Theorern (see equatlon I-IB).

Sj-nce 1t is assumed that spin coupling to the target or recoil

nucleus is not lmportant, only JBA=3/2 can occur. The target and

recoil spin ori-entations are essentialy "spectators'Ì, since (in lieu

of target or recoil spin: dependent potential-s) their orientatÍons

reinain fixed. The recoil- tensors (with these assuûptions) will thus
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be dependent upon the subtleties of the matching condltions of the

proton and deuteron wavefunctj,ons 1n the int.erior of the nucleus

where ¿he Ëransfer occurs. 0f these transfer anplitudes the

((,Jba,Juo)=(I,112,312) are expected to be dominanl in the reaction

since they contain the buÌk of the information pertaining to the p3/2

neutron pickup to an s-staEe deuteron. If these were ttìe only

transfers taking place (this would be true if there r.¡ere an absence

of any spin dependent potentials with no D-state), the k=2 recoil

polarisalion LÈnsors become (in a transverse frane, with a change of

inÈrinsic parity tlre Bohr Theorem requires ur to be odd) :

Jl /(rl2)'zo-

E 22=

(with the sÈated

(t5 / 2)

subscr ipt s

I*
,

,312) assumed.)

L/2 -''t 't

(r,tl2

The constant value of trO is rather interesting. Our measurements

are sonewhat lower (]O), giving a dj-rect indication of the existence

of interference effects due to spin dependent potentÍal-s. The

expression 4-8b) descrlbes interference effects between amplitudes

w j. th the orientat j.on of the L trans f er "out-of t' and t'into" the

reacËion plane.The general case for the t2q wiIl contain interference

between the (=1 I ,2,3) amplitudes.

4-3 The General- CharacteristÍcs of The I3c(p,d)I2C Reaction.

Cohen and Kurath ICO67] have

several strong p-shell hol-e

reactions from A=13 Èargets. The

(see Figure 2-B) are the (0.

predicted spectroscopic factors for

states that may arise frorn pickup

strong states observed in this study

IleV,0+,T=0), (4.4 IleV 2+,t=0;,(12.7I

E:. -a
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lleV,I+,T=0), (I5.Il l4ev, 1+,T=l) and (t6.ll Mev, 2*,T=l) srares of
1',)^-C. The spectroscopic factor S for a single nucleon pickup relates

the relative strength of a pickup reacLÍon to the decomposition of

Ehe target (mass A) wavefunctlon into exited (A-l) states plus the

transferred nucleon. When comparing states of different isospin, one

uses the C2S factor (also terrned the spectroscopic factor) vrhere

C2=4TO,NO'trnlTn,Nn), where t is the isospin transfer and TO and tU

are the respective isospins of the target and recoil nucleus. For Lhe

case studied here C2=1 for Tg=0 and L/3 for Ts=I.

The l3c(p,d)l2c reaction to

s tudy 1s concentrated , is

pickup. Cohen and Kurath's

contribution, approximately

transition, which will not

di scuss ion.

the I5. I I MeV state on which this

well characterized as a llrr2 neutron

predictions glve a smal1 Lp l/ Z

I/ 260 the strength of the Ipl/ 
Z

be considered in the subsequent

R. ---
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DeuLeron D-State Effeccs

The deuteron wavefunction contains a smal-l- D-state (L=2)

component. Esrj.mates of its strength vary fron approximately 4-6.5 7"

depending upon the parLicular form of the interaction used. The Di'lBA

codes used in this work use Èhe Reid soft-core Potentials and

wavefuncrions IRE6B] whi.ch predicts a 6.47 7. D-state component.

Johnson and Santos IJO72] have given a general reviev; of D-state

effecLs upon differenLial- cross-sections in (p,d) and (d 'p) reacLions

for a wide range of nuciei involving deuterons in the 10-20 I'feV

region. Their findings suggesL that D-state effects become inportant

for high (r, (tf'e orbital angular momentum of the shell from which the

transfer or plckup occurs) and for reactions lsith high negative Q

values. In the DWBA studies Lo be presented the D-staLe contributions

were found to be nodest. Ilowever, the deuteron D-sËate is included in

the cal-culations that follow, unless otherwlse specified.
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4-3.2 The AdiabaÈic Potential

DI,IBA studies of (p,d) and (d,p) reactions using conventional

elastic deuteron potentials have consistently required rather

arbitrary adjustment of the potential parameters in the deuteron

channel in order to properly reproduce the magnrtude (C2S) and shape

of the cross section angular distributions.

The adjustmenl requires either deepenì.ng the surface absorption

term of the optical potentia-l- by roughly a factor of 2, or removing

the contributions from the inLerior of the nucleus to a radius oi 2-3

fermls using a lower cutoff. Examples of these calculations are quÍte

widespread in the l-iterature. Harvey and Johnson []147 I] and ]lcAllen

et al [MA7t] present good revier¡s of lhese techni.ques. Both methods

virtually abandon the hope of a systematic understanding of the

reaction mechanism.

IJ070] suggested that the the effects ofJohnson and Soper I

deuteron breakup to

calculations by use of

potential, according to

the n-p continuum eould be included in DIIBA

"adiabatic" potentials. The form of this

Johnson and Tandy lJO74l is:
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\r(R) =

wi th

4-9

npt

and ;=;e-i" ,

JìI
R=I/2(r,+rn).

v

(Note: this is not the origlnal potential given by Johnson and Soper

[Jo70] who do not square the deuteron bound state.) Here Vr., and Vo

are appropriate nucleon-nucleus optical potentials evaluated at half

the incident deuteron energy. ip(o) u." the coordinates of the proton

and neutron. The proton and neutron kinetic energies are evaluated at

one-half that of the incoming (or outgoing) deuteron.

Johnson and Tandy lJO74] have developed a fornalism treating the

n-p continuum as a set of discrete states. TheÍr Lheory results in a

three body distorted wave which is generated from a set of coupled

two body Schrodlnger equations in a Lruncated set of the continuum

states. The adiabatic potential results from the lowest order of

Lruncation of these equations. Tne theory is restricted to 35 states

of the continuum.

Although equation 4-9 is rather simple to evaluate, proPer

evaluation of V requires rather consistent nucleon-nucleus optical

potentials for both the neutron and Proton. Unfortunately the

nucleon-nucleus potentials for light nuclei exhibit rather large

fluctuations (see the tables glven by Perey and Perey IP876]). Wales

and Johnson [i^]4L76] have suggested that in lieu of consistent neutron

rot taiølt'

oo=!aïølc.lv

) ( vrr(-n+. sË )+rro{Ë-.5r') ) vrro ,
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and proton potentiaLs one sirnply set V.,=Vp (systematic studies of

proton optical potentials are far more prolJ-fic than those for

neutrons). They also state that for n and p potentials represented by

lJoods-Saxon wells v¡ith the same geometry (radius and diffuseness) the

adiabatic potential is welJ- represented by :

Voluure Term

u +u +slnP

a+ òa

')a
=J I (L4n') (r') I a 4-10 a)

u=

d-

6ã

sú = (u-+u^)ñ2( 
^2--^2)'n p'

Surf ace Derivative (absorptlon)

fi' = !1rl+WO+6ñ

a=a-fÒa

6ã, =31( 10,l2¡ <x2>l^'

Eç = (-sã' la' )l|+2lJ(n¿' I

wirh (r2) = (þdlVnp( rlD2lþd>l<Øo tv',otØo)

=.51 (Reid soft core)

well they suggest taking the deuteron spin orbit term to be

that of Lhe proton potential.

/tR3(1-(€)'J

R')21

4-l0b)

equalAS

to
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4-4 Di\rBA Calculat ions using PTOLEMY

The finite range DWBA code PTOLEI'{Y [PTL78] was used to compute the

DIIBA transition amplitudes. The version used \^ras the February I9B0

edi¿ion modlfj.ed by R.P. Goddard and implenented on a VAX-II. PTOLEIÍY

Ís a very versatj-le (and large) code supporting a v¡ide variety of

potentials, includrng the T, anci T, tensor potentials (see Satchler

I5460] and Goddard lGO77I . The arnplitudes conputed by PTOLE]IY f oJ-lov¡

the conventions stated by Satchler IS465] and are rel-ated to t.hose

used in equation 4-4 by :

m .T. +s
ti'Ju"'JBA=(-1) Da a

as noted by Satchler's later work

G denotes the amplitude computed

_e
b^mt(,Jba,JBÀ

( [SAB3] chap. 6, footnote 3),

by PTOLE}IY.

4-1r

here

A computer code was wriÈten to construct and rotate the transfer

Lensors defined in section 4-5, followed by the construction of the

polarisation tensors (see equation 4-6). The rotation is discussed in

AppendÍx B. The polarlsation tensors withouL rotation (ie. z-axis

along the incident beam momentuÐ) were conpared r,¡ith rhe output from

the polarisation routine in PTOLEMY in order to check the correctness
of the calculation.
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4-4.I Comparison of PTOLEIÍY Calculations with DllIucK4 and DwucK5

The codes originally used in these studies were the DWUCK5 (finite

range) and DWUCK4 (zero range) codes [KU]. Since all of these codes

required minor modÍf Ícation in order Lo obtain the recoil

polarisation tensors, great care must be taken to ensure that the

calculations involved in the construction of the tensors are correct.

In order to compute the recoil tensors the scatterÍng amplitudes from

the respective codes s¡ere output from the code, and then manipulated

to construct the tensors. The DhTUCK computations were counterchecked

wirh those of Lhe code ANGCOR supplied by Harekeh [H479] and in turn

Lhe PTOLEMY result \.ras coupared with the DWUCK calculations' Frgure

4-I shows a comparison of the computation usÍng the three codes. The

Dl^lUCK5 and PTOLEMY calculations include both t.he S and D-states of

the deuteron using the ReÍd soft core potential [RE68] (the actual

potential will be discussed later). The S+D input for DWUCK5 was

supplied by Greben [GRE83]. The results of Ëhe cross-sections for

PTOLEI-ÍY and DWUCK5 are very similar, but the tensors are somewhat

different , especiatly trO. The two codes use considerably different

numerical methods of calculation, Dtr'JUCK5 uses a plane wave expansion

described by CharLton ICHA73] , whereas PTOLEMY is a giant

ttnumber-cruncher" with only numerical approximations. The DWUCK4 
'

zero-range, S-state, cafculations also closely fo1low the f inite

range version and serves to show the dj-fference between the finite

range and a zero-range S-state caLculation.
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4-4.2 Optical Potentials used in the DWBA Calculatlons

Table 4-l lists the optical

fol-1ow. The explicit form of

of Table 4-I.

Potentials used

Lhe potentials are

in the studies to

listed at the botto¡n

The opticaJ- potentlal used in the incoming p+l3C 
"h"nn"l 

(labelted

P) is the one given by Fabrici et aI IF480] for O+l2C elastic

scattering between 20-40 lleV energy range. The p+I2C potentials are

being used due to a lack of p+l3c 
"l""aic 

potentials in the 40 lleV

r egi on.

Potential- DI is a conventional ¿+I2C elasric

MeV given by Perey and Perey [PE76], D2 is a

aL Ed=27 MeV given by Lind et al [LIN77].

po t enE ial a t E¿=25 .Z

conventional potential

al

of

Potential DAI is an adiabatic potential constructed by McCallen et

[MA7I] ,rsing similar principles to those laid down by the method

l,trales and Johnson IWAL76 ] described in S 4-3.2.

Potentiaf DA2 is an adiabatic potential constructed f

I FAB0] proton potent ial f or the 16-20 l"leV range , using

l,Jales and Johnson.

IS

of

rom

the

Fabric

me rhod

The neutron bound state paraneters are those used by Johnson and

Santos \JO7TJ i., their studies on (p,d) reacLions on light nuclei.

The code adjusts the l^loods-Saxon well depth to obtain the

experimental neutron separation energy, and uses the resulting

potential to compute the neutron bound state wavefunction.
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Table 4-1 9ptr.-qf-l-e!s!!lel9 Used For DWBA Calculations

Well depths in units of

Radius and Diffuseness

IleV

in units of Fermis

I'1Ð SO SO

5.8+.007E 1.20.600 6.4 1.00 -575
p

8. 39 i.55 .729 8.51 .90 .542

r.31.654

R,

DI

V

67 .4-.48

109.0

115.2

I.06 .623

.90 .822

D2

DAI

DA2

v
n

1.05 .800 16.45

I20.-Ed/ 3. 1. I5 .620

r29.7-.385Ed 1.06 .653

t.t5 .615 5.0 l. r5 .62012 .00

7.9+.lE
d

I .20 .650

The form of these potentials concur

given by :

SO
y=Y *Vf (x)+4Wa df (x--) ldx'+ 2Í'l Ì.Ër/, df (x"o)/dr

1.20 .626 6.4 t .00 .57 5

6.0 l.l0 .850

with PTOLEIIY inPut files and are

r(R

where f(x)=1I+exP( x )) , wiLh ¡=(¡-RxAl /t) I 
^

and V"=Zozre2 lr r ) 1.341/3

=z ,zrez{ 
3 - ( r / n" ¡ 

2 
1 7 1 zn" )

wirh R =i.3 At/ 3
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4-4.3 Conparison of ExperÍment.al Spectroscopic Factors

with Shell- Model Predictions

Experimental- studies of the 13c(p,d) l2co reacrion have been

previously perforrned by Tahetani et al ITAK68] (EO=55 l4eV) and by

Hosono et al IH0SB0] (Ep=65 ]IeV). TaketanÍ employed a cut-off radius

of 2 fm and obtalned good comparison with Lhe predictions of Cohen

and Kurath. Hosono tried the adiabatic approach, a deep absorption

potential, and the use of large val-ues of the radius and diffuseness

of the bounC neutron potential. They did not obtain parLicularl-y good

agreement with Cohen and Kurath's predictions (they did not quote

Cohen and Kurath's work).

The spectroscopic factors obtained using PTOLEI'ÍY for potenÈials

DAI and DAz are listed in Table 4-2 . The conventional elastic

potentials Dl and D2 wilt not be considered (re C2S) due to Èhe

considerations stated in secLion 4-3, however they will be used in

the study of the recoil tensors to follow shortly. The spect.roscopic

fact.ors \.rere obtained by performing a least squares fit to the

forward angles, from which the corresponding spectroscopic factor may

be deduced. Figures 4-2a)-e) give coinparisons of the DWBA generated

cross sections v¡ith the extracted daLa. The shapes for the L2.JI,

l5.Il, and I6.Il MeV states are quite satj-sfactory; those for ¿he 0

and 4.4 MeV states are wel-l represented at the forward angles. 0n t.he

who1e, the agreement with the theoreti.cal predictions of C2S is quite

satisfactor)'.

text continued on page 148...
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Figur e 4-2 a) DWBA cal-cul-ations compared with
exLracted data. Shown are the results for
adiabati-c potententials DAI (dotted line ) and

DA2 (solid Iine). See Table 4-2 for C2S factors
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70. 90. 110. 130.

(CM)
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Figûrë-4-2b) DwBA calculations compared with
extracted data.
The rest of the details are in Figure 4-2a).
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Figure 4-2c) DWBA calculations compares with
extracted data. The rest of the details are in
Figure 4-2a) .
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70. 90. 110.10. 30. 50.

O¿
130.

(CM)
Figur e 4-2 d) DI^/BA calculations compared with
extracted data.
The rest of the details are in Figure 4-2a).
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16. 1 I M eV (J" ,T): (2f , 1)
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Figur e 4-2e) DWBA calculations compared with

extracted data' The rest of the details are in

Figure 4-2a)

€

þ6
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Table 4-2 Com arison of Cohen and Kurath's C2S Values

with Experimental Values.

.7 2 .68

.65 .57

I.28 I.1
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.82a, .3Ib

t.lga

.62a, .42b

.564, .35b

1.03a,.75b

')
C'S

Theorv Experiment -ceK ffis^E (MeV)

0.0

4.4

r2.7 |

l5.ll

I6.II

JTT

0+

2+

1+

l+

2+

Shell

pr/ 2

p3/ 2

p3l 2

p3l 2

p3l 2

.613

l.12

.661

.599

1.0I2

.98

r.2

.91

l.t

T

0

0

0

I

I

d

b

Taketani et a} [TAK6B]

llosono et al [H0S80] .
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4-4.4 Comparison of the Recoil Polarisation Tensors.

The agreement of analysÍng powers (Ar) for (p,d) reactions on

the type of potential previously described has met

in the literature. Kraushaar et al. [KRAB3] in a

study of I3C(p,d) I2C at EO=123 ì'leV f ound that the use of a cut-of f

radius gave a marked qualltative improvernent in the agreement betvreen

Lheir data and Dl^lBA predictíons. Shepard et al ISHEB2] also found

the same ef fecL in a studv of '|"r(r,a¡23t"tg at Eo=94 l"feV, they also

studied the results of adj-abatic potentials and coupled channel

effects. The previously crted work of llosono et aL [H0SB0] studied

analysing por¡rers f or (p,d) reactions o.r l2C, l3C arrd 160 1." well as

some heavier targets) using adiabaticrconventional, and a deep

absorption potential, also with mixed results.

,l-ight nuclei using

with mixed success

Figures

wirh dûldQ

Dl.lBA comparisons

DA2 of Table 4-1. The conventional Dl gives a poor

of the proper

elastic deuteron

4-3 a)to d) conopare the resulÈs of PTOLEMY calculations

and with the extracted tzq data. The normalization for t.he

assumes the C2S value of .57 obtained for potential

pot ent ia1

The lackinterpretation of

f al1-of f i- s a

the cross-section data.

characÈeristic of conventional

potentials and has been noLed in rnany of the prevlously cited works.

The cross section of the deep surface absorpti.on potential fits the

forward angles of the cross section well, although is somewhat

def icient i-n normalization.
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None of the- results for the t2q are parLicularly encouraglng. The

results of the adiabat.ic potentials DAI and DA2 may be construed as

giving the best results.

show a

The predictions of potentials DAI and DA2

uarked improvement over the conventionalfor Re(t22 )

, potentials Dl

approxinat ely

result, the

induce a

and D2, however the

20 degrees. The

curves appear to be out of

Im( t22) gives

abso rp t ion

resuLt for

adiabatic as well as the deep

phase by

a similar

pot ent i aLs

marked fall off of this t.ensor at Lhe forward

curve s

angles,

for thehowever the phase

ne(t22) and Im(t2

be quite good.)

problern is still

) were shifted up

appârenL. ( If the

by 20 degrees the agreement would

Figure 4-4 a) through d) displays the effects of adjusting the

depths of the spin-orbit depth of the adiabatic potential DA2. Shown

are t.he effects of turning the spin-orbit potentÍal off in both

channels , âs l¡ell as doubling the spin orbit well depth. Note that

the result of the no spin-orbit, S-state only calculation for tZO

gives the constant value predicted by equaÈion A-Ba). These

calculatlons exhibit a rather strong variation, but none give a

systematic agreemenL with respect to the measurements.

As previously noted PTOLEMY supports the

one particle. Tensor

and T

forces for a

T, I tensor

deuteron

Sat chler

potenÈials for

arise naturally

t 5A60l ). There

a spin

due to the exisÈence of the D-state (see

are three fundamental forms of the tensor force

involving the spat.ial (r,p) and spin (s,l) co-ordinates:

text conÈinued on page 158...
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Figure 4-3a) Comparison of DVIBA calculations
using AdiabaticrConventional- and a Deep
absorption Potential.

Solid Line = Adiabatic (DA2)
- Dots = Adiabatic (DA1)
- Long Dashes= Deep Well (D2)
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Figure 4-3c) Comparison of DWBA calcul-ations
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Figure 4-3b) Comparison
of tZO (see Figure 4-3a

details.)
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Figure 4-3d) Comparison of DWBA calculations
of Tm(t^^) (see Figure 4-3a for details).
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1.0
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R -00
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Figure 4-4b) Comparison of Dl'iBA calcul-ations
for t2O, with varying spin-orbit strengths
(see Figure 4-4a for details) .
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( see Figure

Comparison of DIVBA calculations
with varying spin-orbit strenqths
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Figure 4-4d) Comparison of DWBA calculations
for rm(Err) , with varying spin-orbit strengths
(see Figure 4-4a for details) .
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ta',.

.¡JÔ
(s'rl,

r2
Tr= -213,

-z/ 3p2 ,

I (i, ô ) '*t t ,li,Å+t tË2 .

The explicit forrn for the TO

T

who has performed

scattering. He also

are very similar at

4-12 c)

potential is given by Goddard IG077]

the TO potentia.l f or deuteron elastic

the effect of the TO and T. potentials

Page l58

4-L2 a)

4-12 b)

not correce (as noted by

T. potentials " Perrin et al

T=
P

JJ.r
( s. p)'

The T, and TO potentials are not well determined experimentally

and have been little studied in optical rnodel analyses (one drawback

is that the T, and TO potentials are not diagonal in l' leading to

coupled equations in the partial \"rave expansion of the distorted

r^raves. The To potential is doubly dif f icult since i=tfr$ leads to

severe complications in the solution of the Schrodinger equation).

a study of

shows that

1ow energies.

The results given by Satcher

Johnson, IJ062] ) for either

l5A60l are

the Tn or

'lPE77l nas perforrned an optical model analyses of ¿+l2c elastic

scattering including u T. potential and found a well depth of

approximately 4 luleV, using a doubly dif f erentiated l,Joods-Saxon we1l.

The T, potential is expected to be considerably weaker than the

potential (see Satchler, I3460]).

text continued on page 163..

T,
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Figures 4-5 a) Lo d) shor^rs the results of PTOLEMY calculations for

the T, and T1 potentials (addert to potential DA2). The well depth,

radius, and diffuseness chosen were those of Perrin, V=4 ÞleV, R=I.25

fm, a=0.441 fm. The shapes of the potentials used by PTOLEI"IY for the

T1 potentÍal is the same as the spin-orbit form listed in Table 4-1,

for the T, potential the form is,

v(r)= -dldrt(1/r)d/dr((l+exp((r-R)/a))-I)1. 4-r3

The effects of these two potentials do not appear to

great. The T, potential has a rather large effecr on the t20

result for the t2O,

towards the data.

development of a

complication of the problem.

sensitive to these effects,

potential wÍl1 be weak for

be very

although not as dramatic, also displayed a trend

The fact that this potent.ial is a result of the

three body scattering theory exposes the

The recoil tensors may be quite

since the spin dependence of the

the lZC (it is not even treated in

however the arbitrary 4 MeV depth is probably far too large,

this force is expected to be wealc.

tensor,

since

4-5 Conclusion

In the sÈudy of (p,d) and (d,p) reactions on light nuclei there are

problems in achieving consistent, systenatic agreement with observed

data and the predictions of the conventional DI^IBA theory.

In this work the use of the adiabatic potential led to a definite

improvement (relative to the conventional elastic and deep well

potentials). The shape and C2S factors for the cross-sections of the

i5.11 MeV l2C srate exhibited a rather dramatic improvement' The
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s tandard Dtr^lBA code s ) .

The results of adjusting the spin-orbit potential and the addition

of tensor terrns used in the adiabatic potential (DA2) did not ' lead

to a systematic improvement in the description of the data. The

effects of these potentials would primarily effect the polarisation

observables of the deuteron (they describe the motion of the

deuteron). This experiment would have been well complernent.ed with

measurements of the analysing powers of the reaction, allowing a more

detailed study of the transltion amplitudes.

It is apparent that the convent.ional treatment

( incudÍng

requires

the adiabatic

some substantial

potential which is still

improvement. As in many of

for a more robust treatuent

of t.he theo ry

ttconventionaltt 
)

the other works

of the reactioncitedr wê can only call

t,heory.
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Appendlx A: Experimental Geometry

def ined by the incident particle

the emitted deuteron.

The geometry is defined by three pJ.anes (see figure A-l): the

plane defined by the telescope slit, target plane, and the position

sensitive detector (PSD). The reactions of interest are defined by

the possible Ërajectories linking the telescope s.Lit to the beam spot,

whose corresponding recoil break-up trajectories intersect the

rectangle defined by the PSD.

The following definitions will be used in the following

d i scuss ion:

Iledian Plane: The plane defined by the chamber centre, telescope

sLit center and PSD center. This defines the laboratory co-ordinate

system, with the x-axis taken along the beam-axis direction

and the z-axis perpendicular to the median plane. The vèctors which

define the various calculated trajectories will be expressed in this

f rame .

Reaction Plane

trajectory and the

: The plane

trajectory of

The following

The term tteventrt

rÀri th the pos ition

given positions

sensitive detector.

on the target and

plus a set of

Antteventrr is generated frorn

the telescope sI1t, the reaction

centre-of-mass breakup angles.

describes the urethod used to construct an ttevent".

denotes the intersection of a possible decay nucleus

and decay kineroatics,
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Figure A-l defines Èhe geometrjcal variables used in the following.

A point in the the source (target) may be written in vector form

as

J
) lj+z k,g= [xTcos(o ) i+[-x sin(ê A-l

T T T T

x, and zT are positions on the target as sho\,¡n in Figure A-I.

The vector joining the chamber centre ancl telescope slit centre may

be written:

J -r\ ^T=D(cos(e)i+sln(e)j), A-2

where l=ló1. A point on the telescope slit I (in the medlan plane

coordinates) naY be written:

-D' =it*" ( s i n( e ) ì-cos ( 0) : l*, 
"3.

A-3

The vector -joining a point on Èhe source to the telescope slit is

of the light particle b

rnay be determined f rom:

s imply

arising

jl
D'-S. Thus the

the two body

scattering angle
J

reaction A(a,b)B^from

cos(O
JJ^JJ

)=(D'-s). i/ lD'-sl , A-4
b

where î' is the direction of the incident projectile

Given O, the recoil angle 0- of B*, measured with respect to î-^'*-^ -b " R

may determined f rorn t.he reaction kinematics.
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deduced the recoil angle with respect to the directlon î'Hav ing

sre wi sh

frame. Let â*

the remaining two

,\the other, 'ri, , will

deduce the direction of

denote Ëhe uniÈ vector

the recoil nucleus in the rrlabt'

along the direction of the

to

recoil nucleus. The vectors 1', and i'-3 o"rrne a plane, and since

this is a two-body reactio.,, â.- trr"t 1ie in this plane (ie. the
K

reaction plane). It is necessary to construct an orthogonal basis in

the reaction plane , with the incident projectile direction along x',

as previously def ined. Now ;' and î.'=î'xCd'-il¡ lî,xti,-ïl t and

^^^j'=k' Xi' form an appropriate orthonormal set of unit vectors. Thus

the uni-t recoil vector may be written:

tR=cos ( ê )i'-sin(0 A-5
R R

A-1. I Breakup Vectors

The recoil vectot â^ determines the direction of the motion of the
R

centre-of-mass of the decay products of the recoil nucleus. A

cartesian co-ordinate system with â* as one of the axes is needed. of

j

axes , one, ty, will fie

lie perpendicular to the

in the reaction plane ,

reaction plane (â- is

nR

sinply the previously clef lned â,¡. !ü" theref ore have :

(defines the x co-ordinate for the CM system),

z= k' (defines the z co-ordinate),

v
=-fiRii' (defines the y co-ordinate)

Ilence âRrây,1r, form an appropriate orthonormal set.

n

n

A-6
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-\Let lî'^l be the initial speed of the recoil nucleus,and ¡vo, I 'U

tial be the speeds of Lhe break-up products in the centre-of-mass of

the recoil nucleus. ff bodh of Lhe pro<lucts possess non zeÍo rest

mass the center-of-mass velocities of the particles may be expressed

âs, (ê and d are the center of nass decay angles defined in a

sLandard spherical coordinate system).

J
voa

A-7

ldo t tâ*" in(0)cos (9)+ìrsin(e)sin(p)+ârcos(9¡ 1,

Jv
d

(if one of the products is a gamma ray then only T* is considered).

To determine the respective laboratory velocitles, the initial

recoil nucleus velocity is added to the center-of-mass velocities,

)
to4,L=to J

+v

J*v

A-8

c

The unit vectors n the direction of the
d,L

decay particles. These vectors may be used (a1ong with the

co-ordinates of the source point), to caÌculate ttre co-ordinates of

the point where the decay particles intersect the plane containing

the PSD.

= -(rnr/rnu) do.,

J

io,
J ,.J l^

where vO=lvçln¡.

d0

J
L'

and â - determine
{rL



JLet S be the source point on

f rorn S along nd,L "nd 
nd,L (fot

the beam spoL. The

a given ê,ó in the
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breakup proceeds

centre of mass).

In three dimensions the

î. , or 6' - ,intersectingo rL drl

form as,

trajectory of the particles

the point S may be written

directed along

in parametric

n

¡ç=1 ^*aw ,
U

y=yo*bw, A-9

z-z 
O*cw '

JA
I^Ihere 3=(x^ ,j -,2-) and a,btc are the direction numbers of n. - , or- "^0'" 0' 0' d,L

o[, L
( just the x,y,z conponents respectivel-y).

The plane in which the PSD lies may be described by (see Protter

and MorreylPR66l ),

Ax*By*Cz*D=0. A-tO

For the sirnple case of a plane that is nollnaL to a radius from the

chamber center (ie. the PSD) A,B,C, and D become:

A= R cos(e,),
o

g=-R sin(€¿), A-11

C= 0,

2
+B

of

of

I^te

2
),

the

the

D= -(A

where R is the distance PSD's center from

PSD with respect

the chamber center,,

to the beam direction

find the point of

line:

and e. is the
d

(see Figure A-t).

intersection from

can solve for w and

ang le

Ilence

the paqametric equation for Ehe



Thus w nay be

the point of

containing the
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w=-(Ax.+ByO+CzO+D) / (Aa+Bb+Cc) . A-t2

reinserted into the parametric equations to determine

lntersection (x,y,r) of the particle 1n the plane

PSD.

Having determíned the xry ¡z co-ordinates there remains to be

deternined whether the particle actually lies within the rectangle of

the PSD. The PSD is defined as a rectangle of height 2H and length

2L. It is assumed that the PSD cenlre is situated a distance R from

the chamber centre and the normal to the plane is always parallel to

the line joining Lhe PSD centre to the chamber centre. Thus the z

co-ordinate of the point of intersection must satisfy ' lzl(H

(horizontal orientation) or lzlll- (vertical orientation) if the

particle is to be considered an event. Also the distance in the

reaction plane from the PSD centre to the "event" intersection must

be less than L (horizontal orientation) or less than H (vertical

orientation).

A-2 Target Thickness and Phase Space Effects

The geometrical

section considered

target thickness

construction.

effects of a)

the beæt.

I.le

construction of a trajectory in the preceding

the target as a single plane. The addition of

effects is readily adaptable to the previous

nexÈ consider the geometrical construction of the

rnultiple scattering and b) the phase space ellÍpse of
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A-2.1 Multlple Scattering

The physlcal effect. of multiple scatÈering of a nucleus in the

target about its iniÈlaÌ direction is well represented by a Gausslan

distribution. The lifetime of the sËate considered here is

approximately Il âsr the corresponding distance travelled 1n the

target before decay is typically 60pn (for v/c=.02) r so r¡e may

assume that the decay is instantânêousr Therefore t,he nultiple

scattering occurs about the dlrection of the decay product(s), which

will be denoted UV âi.

di rect ion

tt Gâus s iantt

t.hen the recoil

t rajectory is generated from

weighted by the solid .angle (see

scattered unit recoil vector one

the z directlon and

The ïIonte-Carlo code

If we assume azlnuthal about the recoil

the target in a

cone about the direction â;, tttu." the angle for a single

synmetry of the scatEering

particles will emerge frorn

used

and n '=n Xn

with â* as

(denoted as â1) "i" (see Figure A-2)

ifi=fi'sin{O')cos(P')+f,'sin(€')si-n(9')+ì;cos(0'), A-13

where Ø' is a unifornly generated variable on [0r2tt1, and e' is

chosen from a Gaussian distribution \^tith a width appropriate Èo the

nulÈiple scattering.

the Gaussian distribution and then

Ê 3-3.1). In order to construct the

sÍnply constructs a Cartesian system

then recomposes the new vector

in this work utilized

Cartesiann â;x î ¡1fi¡x1l

(n'*, n'* and n' are not the CM

to generate

decay axes).

the
v

sys teln

^,1

xyR
The vector

is t,he x-axis of Ëhe rnedian plane co-ordinate systen. The
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cholce of this vector ls arbicrary (except for a vector para1lel to

the â¡ directlon), slnce the descriptlon of the rnulttple scattering

effects does not depend uPon the orientation of â; or A;

A-2.2 Phase Space ElliPse

Partlcles incident upon the target are not necessarily parallel to

the beam-axis direction. They exhibit a distribution 1n angle and

position on a plane perpendicular to the directlon of the beam. This

property may be described by a phase space ellipse (for both the

horizontal and vertical axes), which gives the slope of the beam

trajectory (w. fo t. the beam average direction ) as a funcllon of

its position from the central axis. If the beam is focused to produce

a waist (minÍmum width), then an upright phase space ellipse is

produced as shown in Figure A-3). It. is evident that particles near

the center of the focus experience naximum divergence.

The beam direction for a point on the ellipse may be deterrnined

from the vector (in nedian plane coordinates):

( cos ( €*)+cos ( 0r) ¡1+" ioq e*¡l+" i"{ e, )i A-14

I (cos(o )*cos(e ))î+sin(exy ¡j+sin(e >ìr
x v

which is the direction denoted by i' in the discussion given in Ê

A-1. 0 and 0-- denote the angles describing the divergence producedxy
by the phase space ellipse in the horizontal and vertical directions

respectively. They may be determined from the equation for an

ellipse:
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tan(ex(y, )=+-ran( le*(y) I )( t-(x(y)/x(y¡o¡zr. A-15

x(y) reads "x or y"

with equal weight for either * or -. Here r{e assumed that the

divergence produced by the phase space was described by singte

ellipses as shown in Figure A-3. A more realistic description of the

situation would be a distribution of ellipsês. As noted in $ 3-3.2,

the intent of this invesÈigation was to check the effect of a beam

divergence upon the analysis of the data. No discernable effect was

found ¡ '
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Appendlx B : Reference Frames and Rotatlons

The polarizatlon tensors discussed in

rotationally ínvariant; hence the choice of

coordinate axes is important . Sirnplification

become quite transparent Íf the appropriate

chosen.

which in a standard representation becomes,

A general rotation may be represented by the familiar Euler

angles. The convention for the order of the rotations (Èhere are

twelve possibilities) used in this vrork is: a) rotation in a right

handed sense about the z-axis by an angle o, , b) rotation (right

handed) by an angle g about the y axis which resulted from rotation

"u." , c) rotation ( right handed ) by an angle y about the z-axis

v¡hich resulted frorn the rotation r'5rt . The convention described is

the one used by, for instance, Brink and Satchler [8R62], and Rose

lRosTl .

The quantum mechanical rotation matrix is given by :

D(a,ß,y) = .-ioJt"-ißJv"-iYJ"

J
D (s' ß,Y)Mt rM

dJ(
M"

(J,M, 
I o l.l,u>=.-icx'M' aJ. (g)

Mt rM

this work are not

a partlcular set of

due to syunet.ries

reference frame is

(Bl)

u_iy¡,i (82 )

where

ß)
M

(J,M, le-ißJvl",r, (83 )
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There are various expressions for Uil,jfi, , the one given by

Edrnonds IED74] is (ttre -g is due to Edmondsr differing convenrion):

- ( lå
dj, 

^,(-ß)= l(;+r,r')r(¡-r"r')! |¡'r 'r-¡ lt;+ul ! (J-M) ! J

2t T
J+M

J-Mt-o
J_M J-M | -O

Ir
( -1)

U

(84)

where J-M.A,X(l"f ,M') and is a binonial

coef f icl ent.

Edmonds uses the same Euler angle conventions, but instead gives

"iyJz eißJy eicxJz which does not agree with standard sources. Edmonds

expressions, however, agree with standard works if Èhe three Euler

angles are multiplied by -t .

A rotation may be taken from two viewpoints ; one termed the

t'passive" rotates the coordinate system, keeping the space and staLe

fixed, the other, termed the ttactivet', rotates the space and state,

keeping the coordinaLe axes fixed . Both points of view are

equivalent, alËhough the rotation matrix is applied differently in

the two cases. The viewpolnt used in this work is the "passive" one.

The irreducible statisÈical tensors rotate in the following

manner ISI74] :

ì.,IrN( lM+M' l,O) : o .

x (cos(åß) Îo*M'*M lsin(åß) )2i-2o-M'-M

"Passive" (85-a)

[:]

ÏI
t_kq = ä,oä,,q(0,ß,Y)tiq,

Iq D
k*
9rQ

tr
kq , (cr, ß,y) tkq, "Active " (85-b)
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ten6ors are expressed 1n a spherical representation and

in the same manner as spherical harmonlcs. AlÈernatively one

Cartesian representation ; a discussion of these and their

to the spherical representation may be found in, for

, Ohlsen [0HL72], and also in most standard texts .

DIIBA codes used in this work use a reference frane set by

the l"ladison convention [PNR7 1] : z axis along the direction of the

incoming beam, y axis perpendicular to the scattering plane ( Figure

Bl-a), this will be termed the "bea¡ helicity frame". The reference

frame used in the extractlon of the neasured polarization tensors has

the z axis perpendicular Èo Èhe scattering plane with the x axis

pointlng along the direcÈion of reco1l, (Figure Bl-b), this will be

termed the tt recoil transverse frame tt.

computed

the frame

beam helicity

to be (Figure

Thus an appropriate rotation must

from the D!trBA codes ln order

be applied Èo the observables

to bring the Madison frame onto

Euler angles which bring the

(86)

Thus the

used in the presenÈ work.The

frame onto the recoil t.ransverse frame are readily seen

B2)

0=ß=åT

Y=0

where 0 is the center-of-mass scattering angle of the light

reaction product with r.rhích the break-up slas correlated.

rotation of the Èensor frorn the bearn helicity frame to the

transverse frame will take the form:

-ilrq' -ke-cl q
RTtkq Iq

BHtnn't ,9
(ån) e -iqo (ez ¡

recoil
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Y z

z
v

x
o
o

ar Xs
Figure Bl-a Beam Heficity Frame Figure BI-b

Recoil Transverse Frame

Liqht Particle

b

0

zo

r-0

0

\c
B Recoil Nucleus

Figure 82 - Basic Scattêring Geometry (CM)
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2

-2 -l

2cos(lB) stn3 (lß) "r.4 
( I B)

-2

zcos (18) stn3 (lß)

M 0

I

.o"4 ( I ß,

rable nr - rne afl

is siven o, ol,r,
,Y' 

(ß¡ matrix elements. The fuII rotation matrix

tsÉ

Þ
Ûa
o

@
O(o, ß,Y) =e

-iN afr,*, {ßl "-iYM'

ll.o"2(lB)"tnZ(lB)

26es3¡¡g¡atn(lß)

,l 
(cos ( ßl -cos t 2ß) )

[åJ 
1'.,,u,

"o"o 
( I B) -3"o"2 (l Bl "r.' 

(l B)

-2coE3(lß)srn(lß'

/o- 
"o"2(]g)rrn2(lß)

[å]' ',"''u'

) tz"o"2 tßl -rrr2 tß) )

-[3Jt""''u'

,6' .os2 ¡ ¡ g¡ srn2 t I ß)

2.ot3(lß)rtn(18)

.o"4 (lß) -3.or2 tlBl srn2 rlB)

- [åJt""''u'

t 
(cos t ß) -cos (2ß) )

-zcos(lB)stn3(lß)

cos4 ( I B)

-zcos3(lß)stn(lB)

ß "o"2(lB)stn2(lB)

-2cos(Ìß) stn3 (lßt

stn4 (ÌB)
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For the system described ln this work only the k=2 rotation

matrix is of irnportance. Table Bl displays thls matrlx explicitly in

iÈs functional form for the edificatíon of the reader (use was made

of the computer code MACSYMA [MAC84] to reduce the summatlon given in

equation B4).
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Ap_pe_n-dix_C:_ Cross Sections for the l3c( Prd-)
t2 *

C

Reaction at E^=4 1 .5 l"leV

As noted in 5 2-i, a seperate experÍment was performed to measure

the angular distributions of the differential cross sections for the
l3c(pra) l2c reaction. I'4easureuìents were made f or all strongly excited

states up to 16.11 MeV excitation in 12c, in Ëhe angular range from

I 50-t 3oo ( tab. ) .

The experiment was performed with a 64 uglcn2 self supporting

carbon t.arger enriched to greater than gg"A t3a, and a proton

bombardlng energy of 4I.5 MeV. Two conventional surface barrier

detector telescopes, sultable for deuteron identificatíon, r^/ere

employed. A typical spectrum has already been presented in Figure

2-8. Angular disrributions for the g.s. (0+), 4.44 (2+), Lz.1L (I+),

l5.ll (t+) ana 16.ll (2+) states were extracted and are presented in

Tables c-t to c-5; plots of these distributions are given in figures

4-2a) through e).
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FILENAME : CS0000.DAT
EXCITATION ENERGY : O.O
UNITS: ANGLES=DEGREES, CROSS-SECTIONS= MICROBARNS
RUN e(LAB) dûldo(LAB) ERROR e(CM) doldo(cÞl) ERROR
16 15.0 0.735E+04 0.107E+03 16.80 0.5BgE+04 0.857E+02

2

3

I
5

r6
2

l0
3

I
t5

5

10
6
9

7

t5
B

6

9

7

B

il
18
t2
1i
IB
I2

20.0
25.O
30.0
35.0
35.0
40.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
50.0
55 .0
60.0
60.0
65 .0
70.0
7 0.0
7 5.0
80.0
85 .0
90.0
95.0

100.0
r05.0
I 10.0
I20.0
I2 5.0
r30.0

. l03E+04

.930E+03

.640E+0 3

.755E+03

.5098+03

.417E+03

.4058+03

.335E+03

.306E+03

.280E+03

.207E+03

. i42E+03

. t5BE+O3

.905E+0 2

.57 4E+02

.300E+02

.235E+02

.1998+02

. i4lE+02

. I40E+02

. l35E+02

. l02E+02

. I I 5E+02

.It7E+02

0.228E+02
0.3 5 5E+02
0.2548+02
0. I 588+02
0.164E+02
0.135E+02
0. r l9E+02
0.113E+02
0. 88 6E+0 r
0. B5BE+O I
0. 64 4E+0 I
0.467E+01
0.69 1E+0 I
0.3448+0 I
0.3638+0 I
0.2 5BE+0 t
0.409E+01
0.175E+01
0.l4lE+01
0.243E+0 I
0.tt3E+01
0.i20E+01
0.ti0E+0t
0.133E+01

38.98
38.98
44.46
44.46
49.91
55.32
55.32
60.69
66.01
66.01
7 L.29
7 6.53

0. I I tE+04
0.8528+03
0.77 2E+03
0. 5 3BE+0 3

0. 6 34E+0 3

0.4338+03
0.360E+03
0.350E+03
0. 29 5E+03
0. 27 3E+03
0.250E+03
O. IBBE+03
0. I 32E+03
0. t47E+03
0.857E+02
0.554E+02
0.2968+02
0.236F+02
0.205E+02
0. 14BE+02
0. I 508+02
0. 1 4BE+02
0. I I 6E+02
0. I 34E+02
0. t3BE+02

0.460E+02
0.302E+02
0.2358+02
0. l89E+02
0.2958+02
0. 2 I 3E+02
0. l32E+02
0. l40E+02
0. I I 7E+02
0. I 03E+02
0.99 4E+0 I
0.79 1E+0 I
0.767E+0I
0. 5B6E+0 I
0.433E+0t
0.6418+01
0. 32 5E+0 I
0.35t8+0i
0.255E+01
0.4 I 2E+0 I
0.180E+01
0.149E+01
0.26 1E+0 I
0. l24E+01
0.137E+0I
0.1278+01
0. I57E+01

0.397E+04 0
0.216E+04 0

0. l35E+04 0

.570E+02 22.37 0.320E+04

.3728+02 27.93 0,176E+04

.286E+02 33.47
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7 6.53
81.71
86.84
9r.92

- 96.94
10 i .91
r06.83
I I1.70
I I 6.52
I 26 .00
r 30.68
r 35.31
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FILENAI'{E : CS44.DAT
EXCITATION ENERGY : 4.43

UNITS: ANGLES=DEGREES, CROSS-SECTIONS= MICROBARNS
RUN €(LAB) doldo(LAB) ERROR e(CM) doldo(ct"l)
i6 15.0
2 20.0
3 25.0
r 30.0
5 35.0

I 6 35.0
2 40.0

i 0 40.0
3 45.0
I 50.0

15 50.0
5 55.0

I 0 60.0
6 60.0
9 65.0
7 70.0

I 5 70.0
B 75.0
6 80.0
9 85.0
7 90.0
8 95.0

11 100.0
18 t 05.0
12 i 10.0
t I 120.0
I 8 125.0
12 130.0

0. 87 7E+04
0.5 I 7E+04
0,278E+04
0. I90E+04
0. I 7 5E+04
0. i66E+04
0. I 4 1E+04
0. t4BE+04
0. t06E+04
0. B03E+0 3

0.813E+03
0. 7 39E+03
0.678E+03
0.6 I 3E+03
0.5698+03
0.487E+03
0.5298+03
0.387E+03
0 .29 8E+0 3
0. I 65E+03
0. I I 3E+03
0. I02E+03
0. B92E+02
0. l0tE+03
0.9478+02
0. B34E+02
0.704E+02
0.595E+02

0. I 22E+03
0.6538+02
0.427F+02
0.3278+02
0.306E+02
0.478E+02
0.2998+02
0.2248+02
0.239E+02
0 . I B9E+02
0. I 89E+02
o.t7 2E+02
0. l64E+02
o.r29E+02
0. I r0E+02
0.991E+01
0.t278+02
0.7458+01
0.784E+0r
0.593E+01
0.7 27F+0t
0.3868+0I
0.391E+01
0 .3 50E+0 I
0.29 2E+01
0.274E+0I
0.2508+0t
0. 24 5E+0 1

16.92
22.53
28. l3
33.7 0
39.25
39.25
44.76
44.7 6
50.24
55.67
55.67
6l .07
66.42
66.42
7I.7I
7 6.96
7 6.96
82.L6
87 .30
92,38
97 .41

I 02.38
r07 .29
lt2.l5
I t6.95
126.40
131.06
I 35.66

0.ó9 3E+04
o.4t2E+04
0.2238+04
0. I 54E+04
0. r 4 3E+04
0. I 36E+04
0. I 17E+04
0. I 23E+04
0.8948+03
0.688E+03
0.696E+03
0.644E+03
0.602E+03
0.5448+03
0.5 I 5E+03
0.4508+03
0.489E+03
0.3668+03
0.287E+03
0. l63E+03
0. I I 4E+03
0. t06E+03
0.94 1E+02
0.109E+03
0. l05E+03
0 .9 60E+0 2

o.B27E+02
0.7 t2E+02

ERROR

0.9668+02
0.520E+02
0.343E+02
0.265F+02
0.25 IE+02
0 .39 2E+02
0.2488+02
0. IB6E+02
0. 20 lE+02
0.1628+02
0.I62E+02
0. I 50E+02
0.146E+02
0. I I 4E+02
0.994E+01
0.9i 5E+0r
0. I I BE+02
0.7028+0t
0.756E+01
0.585E+0i
0.7338+0t
0 .39 8E+0 I
0.4 I 3E+0 I
0.377E+01
0.322E+01
0.3 I 5E+0 I
0. 294E+0 I
0. 293E+0 i
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FILENAI'IE : CSl27.DAT
EXCITATION ENERGY z 12.71

UNITS : ANGLES=DEGREES, CROSS-SECTIONS= I'ÍICROBARNS
RUN €(LAB) doldo(LAB) ERROR s(cM) doldo(CM)

15.0 0.3298+04 0.90iE+02 17.23 0.25t8+04l6
2

3

I
5

l6
2

20.0
25.0
3 0.0
35.0
35"0
40.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
50.0
55.0
60.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
70.0
75.0
80.0
85.0
90.0
95.0

100.0
105.0
I 10.0
120 .0
125.0
I30.0

0.208E+04
0. I20E+04
0. B93E+03
0.87 BE+O3
0.832E+03
0.764E+03
0. B50E+03
0.656E+03
0.440E+0 3
0. 507E+03
0. 395E+03
0.369E+03
0.374E+03
0. 3 i 9E+03
0.2938+03
0.3228+03
0.252E+03
0.206E+03
0. t67E+03
0. I 12E+03
0.932F+02
0.7928+02
0.7 498+02
0.7 r2E+02
0.578E+02
0.4 65E+02
0.434E+02

0. 539E+02
0.3538+02
o.2B6E+02
0.2678+02
0.380E+02
0.27 4E+02
o.2248+02
0. 2 I 9E+02
0. I 89E+02
0. I 56E+02
0. l48E+02
0. l34E+02
0. I 07E+02
0.985E+01
0. 82 lE+O I
0.1 I2E+02
0.779E+01
0. 7 0BE+0 I
0.730E+01
0.534E+01
0.460E+0t
0.408E+0 I
0.45 6E+0 I
0 .37 BE+O I
0.3078+01
0.616E+01
0.2 298+0 I

22.94
28.64
34.30
39.91+
39.94
45.53
4s .53
5l .09
56.60
56. 60
62.06
67.46
67 .46
7 2.BT
78. l0
78.10
83.32
88.49
93.58
98.62

I 03.58
I 08.48
i 13.32
I I8.09
r27 .45
r32.04
I 36 .58

0. l60E+04
0,933E+03
0.701E+03
0. 69 8E+03
0.662E+03
0.6i7E+03
0.686E+03
0.539E+03
0.368E+03
0.424E+03
0.337E+03
0.322E+03
0.326E+03
0.284E+03
0.268E+03
0. 2948+03
0.236E+03
0.198E+03
0. l65E+03
0. I 148+03
0.968E+02
0.845E+02
0.820E+02
0.800E+02
0.683E+02
0.562E+02
0,536E+02

ERROR

0. 6B8E+02
0.4 I 5E+02
0.27 4E+02
0.2258+02
0.2 I 3E+02
0.302E+02
0.2228+02
0. 1 B tE+02
0. tB0E+02
0. I 5 BE+02
0. i30E+02
0.127F+02
0. I i 7E+02
0.935E+0t
0. 87 9E+0 I
0.7 50E+0 I
0. I 02E+02
0.729E+01
0.6798+01
0.719E+01
0. 5408+0 I
0.47 8E+0 I
0.435E+01
0.499E+01
0.42 5E+0 I
0.363E+01
0.744E+01
0. 2B3E+0 i

10
3

I
I5

5

10
6

9
1

l5
o
O

6
9
7

8
II
l8
T2
1l
rB
I2
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FILENAI"ÍE : CSl5ll.DAT
EXCITATION ENERGY : l5.ll

UNITS : ANGLES=DEGREES, CROSS-SECTIONS= I'{ICROBARNS

RUN O(LAB) dol¿o(un) ERROR e( cÌ4) døldo( cM) ERROR

r 6 15.0
2 20.0
3 25.0
I 30.0
5 35.0

I 6 35.0
2 40.0

r0 40.0

0. 27 0E+0 4

0.189E+04
0. I 14E+04
0.6938+03
0.7 36E+03
0.6778+03
0. 6 0lE+o 3

0.7 49E+03

0. B40E+0 2

0.486E+02
0.3678+02
0.307E+02
0.233E+02
0.3558+02

I7.35
23. l1
28.84
34.54
40.21
40.21

0. 20 3E+04
0. l43E+04
0. B7 5E+03
0. 537E+03
0.57 BE+O3
0.5328+03

0.632E+02
0.3698+02
o.2B2E+02
0.238E+02
0. t83E+02
0.27 9E+02
0. l95E+02
0. lBlE+O2
0. l66E+02
0. t43E+02

0.2448+02 45.84 0.480E+0
0.227F+02 45.84 0.598E+0

3

J

J

J

3

3

3

3 45.0 0.579E+03 0.204E+02 5i -43 0.47 lE+O

I 50.0 0.421E+03 0.ll2E+02 56.96 0.349E+0
I 5 50.0 0.453E+03 0.1498+02 56.96 0.3768+0 0.

0.
0.

I 2 3E+02
t29E+02
I I 2E+02
BBTE+O I
B57E+0 I

I
5

0
6

9

7

5

B

6

9

7

8

55.0 0.322E+03 0.152E+02 62.45 0.272F+0
60.0 0.324E+03 0,129F+02 67.88 0.28IE+O
60.0 0.299E+03 0.102E+02 67.88 0.259E+03 0.
65.0 0.283E+03 0.966E+01 73.24 0.251E+03 0.
70.0 0.2468+03 0.793E+01 78.55 0.2248+0 3 0.72IE+O1

3 0.9188+01
3 0.716E+01
3 0.7158+0i
3 0.689E+01
3 0.5IBE+01
3 0.5658+01
2 0.428E+0i
2 0.119E+02
2 0.466E+0I

I 70.0
J 5.0
80.0
85.0
90.0
9s.0

0.2858+0
0.235E+0
0. 208E+0
0. I 568+0
0. I i 2E+0
0. I I IE+O

3

3

3

3

J

3

2

0.l0lE+O2
0.7678+0 I
0.7 468+0 I
0.699E+0 I
0.5 I lE+0 I
0.542E+01
0.39 9E+0 I

78.55
83.79
88.9 6

94.06
99. 10

104.06
108. 9 6

0.2608+0
0.2 I 9E+0
0. I 9 9E+0
0. I 54E+0
0. I l3E+0
0. I I 6E+0
0. B 5BE+0t t 100.0 0.800E+0

iB 105.0 0.758E+02 0.108E+02 tl3.7B 0.835E+0
12 I 10.0
l1 120.0
18 125.0
t2 130.0

0.6608+02 0.4I28+01
0.5778+02 0.327E+0i
0.5318+02 0.848E+01
0.5968+02 0.277E+01

1 18.54 0.7478+0
127 .87
r32.44
i 36.95

0.688E+02 0.390E+01
0.648E+02 0.1048+02
0.7458+02 0.346E+01



FILENAME ; CSI6II.DAT
EXCITATIOIi ENERGY : 16.11

UNITS: ANGLES=DEGREES, CROSS-SECTIONS= MICROBARNS

RUN e(LAB) drldo(LAB) ERROR e(Cl'l) doldo(C!1) ERROR

0.35 lE+04
0. 2 5 rE+04
0. l62E+04
0. I 2 1E+04
0. I 24E+04
0. I I 7E+04

0. 867E+03
0.650E+03
0.6 I 3E+03
0.564E+03
0.5 I 0E+03
0.4 68E+03
0.5268+03
0.47 2E+03
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0.7 548+02
0 .4 648+0 2

0.31 lE+02
0.27 2E+O2
0.258E+02
0.374E+02

I6
2

3

I
5

r6
2

10
3

I
t5

5

t0
6

9

7

t5
8

6
9

7

B

II
IB
t2
It
1B
I2

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

l5 .0
20.0
25.0
30.0
35 .0
3 5.0
40.0
40.0
4 5.0
50.0
5 0.0
5 5.0
60.0
60.0
65.0
7 0.0
7 0.0
7 5.0

T7 .47
23.18
28.93
34.65
40.34
40.34
45.99
45.99
5I.59
57.t4
57 .14
62.63
68.07
68.07
7 3.45
79.76
78.76
84.01

2628+02
2438+02
22tE+02
2078+02
t69E+02
t7 4E+02
l70E+02
r23E+02
r22E+02
9l 2E+01

0.469E+04 0.l0rE+03
0.333E+04 0.615E+02
0.2I3E+04 0.409E+02
0.157E+04 0.353E+02
0.159E+04 0.330E+02
0.150E+04 0.478E+02
0.132E+04 0.3298+02
0.I63E+04 0.306E+02
0.I25E+04 0.273F+02
0.107E+04 0.2508+02
0.105E+04 0.205E+02
0.771E+03 0.2078+02
0.7llE+O3 0.1978+02
0.6548+03 0. t43E+02
0.5778+03 0. l3BE+O2
0.515E+03 0.100E+02
0.580E+03 0. l35E+02
0.5078+03 0. l0lE+O2

0. t72E+03
0.t6BE+03
0.t5lE+03
0. l26E+03
0.110E+03

0.Bt3E+01
0. 55 1E+0 I
0.414E+0I
0. 592E+0 I
0. 3468+0 1

0. l05E+04 0.
0.129E+04 0.
0.l0IE+04 0.
0.882E+03 0.

0. t23E+02
0. 9398+0 I

80.0 0.457E+03 0.107E+02 89.18 0.438E+03 0.103E+02
85.0 0

90.0 0

95.0 0

t 00.0 0
I05.0
I 10.0
120.0
I25.0
130.0

.3
,)

.2

.1

5lE+O3 0.897E+01 94.29
69E+03 0.738E+01 99.33
328+03 0.662E+01 r04.29
778+03 0.5498+01 I09.lB

0.345E+03 0.884E+0I
0.273E+03 0.748E+0I
0.2428+03 0.690E+01
0.190E+03 0.5908+01
0.190E+03 0.89BE+OI
0. t90E+03 0.ó268+01
0.tB1E+03 0.496E+01
0.I55E+03 0.7278+OI
0.139E+03 0.436E+01

1r4.00
I 18.7 5

I 28.06
L32.62
t3l .r2
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Appendix D Some Racah Algebra.

The following is a derivatfon of the radiation parameter

general particle decay discussed Ín $ t-t.: (equation

D1-Radiatio n Parameter in Terms of Partial !ilave Arnplitudes

for a

r-12).

spin ÈU decays into Ewo separaLe states Y and z, with

with relative momentuur i. The decay amplitude uay be

A nucleus of

spins i, S,

written (the spins SyrSr, and SU are suppressed for brevÍty):

(k,m'm, lAlrB)=2 vftîl<t,L,11,mr,t, I AlmB),
" LrM

where the re.l-aÈ1ve monentum has been expanded

angular momentum sÈates described by (LrM),

variables that are not explicitly represented.

JJJ
Coupling Sy*Sr=S (channel spin) yields:

D-t

over the orbital

( denotes all other

D-2<t,*y,n, lArrs>;is vfftl(Sy,my,s7,n7 | s,n)(L,M,s,rnlAlrnB),

where (j1,ml , j2rm2l j3,rn3) are Clebsh-Gordan coef f icients'

SU represents the toEal angular momentum of the initial state '

hence the operator A must be diagonal in Sfr and mU. Decomposi-ng the

(LrÞ1 ,Srml over states of the conserved total spi-n yields:

( l A l )=_ >^ vltrt> (s",n' s z,n zl s,m)(L,M, s,ut l sB,><sB,I'lB( L,l'1, s,m) l A l mu)' D-3
LI"lS

The operator A is a scalar, hence the final term of equaÈion D-3 must

be independent of ro', (ie. Ít does not depend upon orienLaLion). We

therefore have:

(sg,mg,(L,M,s,n) lA¡mu)=(sg(L,s) I lAl I sB>'

where "<l lAl l)" is tenned the reduced matrix element of the scalar
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operator A (see Edmonds IED74], section 5.ll).

WithouË loss c.¡f generality ¡ we can take the directlon of the

relatlve rnoment.a k parallel to the z axís, and rotat.e later when we

do the irreducible transformation, (this saves considerable atgebra)"

The arnplitude with zllî. is

2 î/ G")t/'arr,*y,sr,m" I S,m)(L,0,s,ml sB><sB(L,s) I lel I s¡). D-4
LS

The elements of the nattt* OrU,o'á (see equation l-6) rnay then be

constructed:

A*g ,*i= | / (+,')>iû (Sy,my ,Sz,nzl S 
'm)(Sy ,ty, Sz ,m" I S' ,D')

(L, 0 , S rn I Su rmr)(L' , 0 , S' ,rnu I Sg ,mi> D-5

J

<sB(L's) I lAl lsB><sB(L' 's') I lAl lss)^,

summed over myrnzrL'rLrSrS'. The sum on the fÍrst line of D-5 yields

6srs'Emrm'so we have

Amg,mr=l/(4ñ)>LL'(L,0,S,mul Su,mu) (L',0r S,mBl Su,nu)

<SB(L,S) I lAl ISB><SB(L' ,s) I lAl lS¡) D-6

summed over L'rL and S.

Note that in th j-s coupllng scheme there is no interf erence bet\,/een

differing values of the channel spin.

Transforming onto an irreducible basis (in the same manner as

equation l-3) yields:
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Ano=1/(4') SBLL'<SB(L,S) I lAl ISB><SB(L', ,S) I lAl ISS>
LL, S

>( -l ) 
st-*n<su 

,mB , sB, -rnu I k , o)
mB

(L,0,S,rnglS3ìmg)(L' ,0,S,mulSg,mu) . D-7

The sum over mB may be reduced to a product of a Racah and

Clebsh-Gordan coefficient. Brink and Satchler ([8R62]) give:

W(abcd ; er )äi<^,q,, f , (-o¿l c, ()=

2 (a,d,b,ê | e,d*p)(e,s{+fs,d,(-ú-ßl c,()(b, p,d,(-o{-pl f ,(-q)

setting a=k, b=SU, c=L', d=S, e=SB, f=L, P=-rB and pernuting some

indices in equation D-7 the sum over mB yields:

(-1¡k-S-SB SÉ<L,0,L',01k,0>I^I(LL'SUSU;k,S)

The radlation. parameter (unnormalized) becomes:

Ar0=1/(4")â3><SB(L's) I lAl I Ss><SB(L', ,s) I tet I Ss>

K-S-SLL'(-I) B (L,0,L"0 | k, 0>I^l(LL' SBSB;k' s)

summed over LrL'rS.

To normalize the previous expression for À ^ so that 400=l r wê

divide by

r/ (4-lt(>r <sB(r's) I tAl I sB> I 
2

Therefore the normalized radiation parameters \ are given by:

^ À^
At=>suir' (-i ¡k-so+t trr*i,s(L,0,L,0 lk, 0>lJ(LL'susu;k,s), D-B
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summed over LrL'rS.

The factors denoted by g* are:

sLS=<sB(L's) I tAl tsB>/ [zt<sB(L,s) I tAt ts¡) ]lr/2
L,3

Equation D-B is Satchler's equation I0.l4l and 10.124.
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